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Abstract 
 
 
,QQRYDWLRQ LV ZÕGHO\ DFFHSWHG DV D VRXUFH RI VXVWDLQDEOH JURZWK DQG FRPSHWLWLYH
advantage in the literature. In last decades, competition has become more intense due to 
the new technologies, globalisation of markets and more demanding customers. Hence, 
beiQJLQQRYDWLYHÕVDRQHRIWKHWRSSULRULWLHVIRUWKHFRPSDQLHV+RZHYHUUHO\LQJVROHO\
RQ WKH UHVHDUFK DQG GHYHORSPHQW GHSDUWPHQW DQG FRPSDQ\ SHUVRQQHO¶V DELOLW\ WR
innovate in other department has become out-dated. In the innovation literature, it is 
suggested that companies need to create collaborative relationships with their customers 
through integrating customers in their product and service innovation development 
process in order to increase their innovation capabilities by identifying current and future 
needs of the customers. Even though many studies have been done for customer 
LQWHJUDWLRQ LQWR WKH FRPSDQLHV¶ GHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVPXFK RI WKH IRFXV LVRQ WDQJLEOH
products. Thus, subject remains limited for the service sector.  
 
The presented study, aims to identify service innovation development process of 3 
Turkish telecommunication companies and discover customer integration methods and 
finally, understand how the companies use different methods for radical and incremental 
innovation. The data is collected from 3 Turkish telecommunication companies by 
conducting 7 interviews. The findings revealed that customer integration has an 
LPSRUWDQW SDUW LQ FRPSDQLHV¶ GHYHORSPHQW SURFHVVHV +RZHYHU FXVWRPHU LQWHJUDWLRQ
mainly occurs in idea generation, concept testing and final testing before launch. Even 
though some sophisticated customer integration methods are identified within the 
companies, traditional market research methods dominate the process. The companies 
generally prefer same methods for incremental and radical service innovation. However, 
little variations occur during the application based on the purpose. Finally, the findings 
SUHVHQWHG LQ WKH FXUUHQW VWXG\ FXVWRPHUV¶ FRQWULEXWLRQ UHPDLQV OLPLWHG PRVWO\ ZLWK
incremental service innovation, while radical innovation mainly depends on the ability of 
WKHFRPSDQLHV¶SHUVRQQHOWRLQWHUSUHWFXVWRPHULQVLJKWV. 
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1.Introduction 
 
 
Telecommunication sector is playing an important role in the economy of Turkey, as it is 
LQWKHPRVWRIWKHFRXQWULHV¶HFRQRP\DVZHOO,Q7XUNH\WKHWHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQVHFWRU
used to be provided by a state monopoly, Post, Telegraph and Telephone (PTT). The 
privatisation of the sector started with the separation of telecommunication services from 
Posts and Telegraph and as a government economic enterprise and a joint stock 
company, Turk Telekom A.S (TT) was established (Atiyas, 2005; Atiyas and Dogan, 
2007). The privatisation fostered with the entrance of two private mobile 
telecommunication companies into the telecommunication sector. In the following years, 
two more companies included in the competition (Atiyas and Dogan, 2007). In the 
following years, due to the failure of these two companies in achieving a considerable 
share in the market, two companies merged and formed Avea (Boynudelik, 2011). 
 
The mobile telecommunications sector is one of the most rapidly developing markets in 
the world (Boynudelik, 2011). Currently, there are approximately 68 million mobile 
subscribers in Turkey (ICTA, 2013), thus it represents a huge market. However, the 
JURZWKRIWKHVXEVFULEHUEDVHQHDUO\VWRSSHG%R\QXGHOLNSVWDWHG³Since the 
development of the market has almost stopped, customer acquisition costs has increased 
tremendously at last few years and cauVHG VTXHH]LQJPDUJLQV´$dditionally, in mobile 
phone portability (MNP), which was launched in 2008, lead to price wars between 
companies, since the cost of switching from one operator to other had significantly 
reduced. After MNP, there has been a huge amount of movements between the operators 
and competition in this sector is significantly rose. In addition to regulation and structure 
changes, new emerging technologies also fostered the development of the sector and 
increased the competition. In order to survive in this highly competitive sector, 
innovation has become one of the key sources of success for companies (Boynudelik, 
2011).  
 
Understanding customers is critical in order to innovate successfully (Ross, 2009), yet it 
can be a costly and vague process (Thomke and von Hippel, 2002). Even though 
customers may exactly know what they need, transferring this information to companies 
in a clear and complete way is often difficult. To overcome this difficulty, more and more 
companies stopped relying solely on research and development activities and started to 
get into collaborative relationships with external stakeholders, such as customers 
(Chesbrough, 2003). Through integrating customers in their product and service 
innovation development processes, many companies aim to increase their innovation 
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capabilities by identifying current and future needs of the customers (Atuahene-Gima, 
Slater and Olson, 2005; Ettlie and Rosenthal, 2011; Nordhoff et al., 2011). 
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2. Context 
 
 
In the following chapter, the context of this study will be given with the justification of 
choosing telecommunication sector as research area. Moreover, the history and progress 
of Turkish telecommunication sector will be provided with the detailed information about 
the companies within the sector. 
 
2.1. Importance of Telecommunication Sector 
 
It is generally accepted that telecommunication sector has a very important role in the 
economy and society. This sector is essential in creating communication among all the 
segments of the populations. The sector prevents the development differences among 
the areas by providing communication service for the different areas regardless from 
geographical boundaries. Telecommunication sector contributes to economies in terms of 
productivity, newness and growth. The sector expands market boundaries and 
information flow (Waverman, Meschi and Fuss, 2005). It also increases abilities of 
FRXQWULHV¶HFRQRPLHV¶ WRcompete with other countries in international basis (Kulali and 
Bilir, 2010). According to Giray (2007), the contribution of telecommunication sector is 
not only limited with economic level, but also has some potential benefits on social and 
cultural levels.  
 
One of the most significant benefits of the telecommunication sector is its positive effect 
on the other sectors as well. This sector can be a source of new capital, management and 
technology resources (Arup, 1993). Telecommunication sector is a highly technological 
sector where application of new technologies is frequently seen. Financial, commercial 
and legal manufacturing information can better coordinated and communicated by the 
new technologies in telecommunication sector (Arup, 1993). Furthermore, technology 
plays a major role in the development of the telecommunication sector. The most 
important effect of new technologies on the sector was the decreasing cost of network 
and systems such as optical fibber systems. Addtionally, it increases the competition in 
the sector (Kessides, 2004). 
 
With some exceptions like Canada, Finland and The United States, telecommunication 
services had been owned by governments for decades. However, government owned 
telecommunications sectors generally failed in meeting needs. Even though there were 
some attempts to develop the sector by providing more budgets from government 
budgets and external credits, services were not enough in terms of quality and quantity. 
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AfteU¶VJRYHUQPHQW-owned structure has changed with new policies and reforms. 
Nearly all the countries followed same reforms to improve their telecommunication 
sectors. These reforms were commercialisation, corporation, privatisation and 
liberalisation. One of the main reasons of these reforms was to increase competition was 
with the aim of having a well functioning telecommunication sector (Giray, 2007).    
 
Telecommunication sector have been developing rapidly in last few decades. In addition 
to new policies and reforms, many considerable changes such as new technologies and 
innovations played an important role in this rapid development. There have been 
VLJQLILFDQWFKDQJHVLQSHRSOH¶VOLIHVW\OHVDQGZD\VRIFRPPXQLFDWLRQ'XULQJWKLVSHULRG
demand and curiosity of the consumers to these new telecommunication services 
increased considerably. This demand and interest created a competitive environment 
where providing new services with better quality with a cheaper price is a key for the 
success (Boynudelik, 2011).  
 
2.2. Telecommunication Sector in Turkey 
 
The telecommunication sector used to be provided by a state monopoly, PTT. In 1994, 
with the privatisation of the state owned assets policy, telecommunication services were 
separated from Posts and Telegraph and as a government economic enterprise and a 
joint stock company, Turk Telekom A.S (TT) was established (Atiyas, 2005; Atiyas and 
Dogan, 2007). The globalisation, developments in the technology and privatisation of the 
sector affected Turkish telecommunication sector in a large extent (Giray, 2007).  
 
'XULQJ ¶V DQG ¶V due to lack of investment in to the sector and excessive 
involvement of the government into the sector, Turkish telecommunication sector fall 
behind from the global telecommunication developments. In 1983, new government of 
Turkey decided to decrease its role in most of the service sectors including 
telecommunication. The new government adopted the liberalisation, privatisation 
approaches and made infrastructure investments in order to develop telecommunication 
sector. Even though there have been many attempts to achieve liberalisation and high 
investment policies, the pace development process did not reach to the desired levels 
due to 1994 economic crisis and cut of public investments. Still, under heavy investments 
and new approaches had shown their effects eventually and the sector entered into a 
GHYHORSPHQWSURFHVV<ÕOPD]9).  
 
In Turkey, telecommunication services used to be provided by PTT, a state monopoly, 
until 1994. In 1994, with the separation of postal and telecommunication services from 
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PTT, TT has been established (Boynudelik, 2011). TT provides various services such as 
fixed line and mobile communication, broadband Internet and etc. The company has very 
large network infrastructure and delivers telecommunication services both for business 
and individuals (Eke, 2010). The establishment of TT was made by the government as an 
attempt to privatise the Turkish telecommunication sector (Atiyas, 2005). In the 
following years, numerous further attempts to privatise TT were made. In addition to 
privatisation policy, there were also efforts to liberalise the sector. In 1994, the first step 
has taken by the government. It is decided to authorise two private companies to provide 
mobile services over the GSM 900 standard (Atiyas and Dogan, 2007). These private 
companies were Turkcell and Telsim. Turkcell was a joint venture between Sonem 
Holding (now Telia Sonera), a Finnish telecommunication company and Cukurova group. 
On the other hand, Telsim was a partnership between Rumeli Holding, Alcatel and 
Siemens. However, a Turkish group named Uzan Family that had businesses in many 
sectors such as energy, banking and etc., bought Telsim in very short period of time 
(Atiyas and Dogan, 2007). Turkcell and Telsim made a revenue sharing agreement with 
TT. The agreement was limiting the mobile operators¶ ULJKW to set their own prices 
(Boynudelik, 2011). According to the agreement, Turkcell and Telsim would hand over 
the 67% of their revenues to TT and they would take the rest. In addition, operators 
were obligated to undertake all the infrastructure investments. However, TT would be 
owner of the facilities (Atiyas and Dogan, 2007). This agreement was the starting point 
of the mobile telecommunication market in Turkey. The mobile telecommunication 
market can be investigated under three stages, which are duopoly period, quadropoly 
period and 3 companies period (Atiyas and Dogan, 2007; Boynudelik, 2011). 
 
In the first period, Turkcell and Telsim were the only operators in the market. These two 
companies entered to the market with a revenue sharing agreement with TT. In 1998, 
the agreement is changed into 25-year licences and each company paid 500 million US 
dollars to TT. Moreover, the operator companies got back the ownerships of the facilities. 
According to the new agreement Turkcell and Telsim would pay 15% of their gross 
revenues to the salary, instead of paying 67% of their revenues to TT (Boynudelik, 
2011). Change of the revenue sharing agreement into a license agreement affected the 
market in a large extent. According to Atiyas and Dogan (2007), the effect has two 
important outcomes. First outcome was competition. License agreement brought price 
competition into the market, since with the agreement prices began to be set by the 
operators. As a result of the price competition, prices decreased and consequently, 
demand for the mobile telecommunication services had increased. The second outcome 
of the license agreement was increasing amount of investments made by the operators. 
Since the revenue sharing agreement was limiting the opportunities to invest, change of 
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the agreement was some kind of an incentive for the companies to invest in to the 
market (Atiyas and Dogan, 2007). During the duopoly period, Turkcell always had larger 
market share than Telsim. Being the first mover into the mobile communication market 
was the main reason for this. Even though Turkcell started its operations a few months 
before Telsim, they enjoyed the advantage of being the first mover for years. In addition 
to the first mover advantage, Turkcell also took benefit from of being the only operator 
between November 1995 and July 1996, as Telsim was banned from the market because 
of its violation to revenue sharing agreement (Boynudelik, 2011). In the duopoly period, 
Turkcell was not only ahead of Telsim in terms of market share, they also beat their one 
and only competitors in terms of revenue (Atiyas and Dogan, 2007). 
 
In the quadropoly period, new operators got involved in the Turkish mobile 
WHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQVHFWRU$WWKHHQGRIWKH¶V7XUNLVKJRYHUQPHQWGHFLGHGWRJUDQW
three new GSM licences. For the two of these licences, an auction was made. The auction 
was a sequential auction where the final offer that won the first auction would be the 
minimum price in the following auction. Is-Tim won the first auction by giving the highest 
price, 2.5 billion US dollars. Is-Tim was a consortium of Isbank and Telecom Italia Mobile. 
Due to the very high price of the winning bid in the first auction, there was no bidder in 
the second auction. TT bought the third license with the same price paid by Is-Tim in the 
first auction (Atiyas and Dogan, 2007). In 2001, Is-tim began its mobile service 
operations under the name of Aria. Just few months later, 77¶V subsidiary Aycell also 
started its operations (Boynudelik, 2011). The entry of these two operators into the 
mobile telecommunication sector increased the penetration rates, yet same growth did 
not seen in the revenues and revenues per subscriber. According to Atiyas and Dogan 
(2007), there are two main reasons for this. First of all, the entry of Aria and Aycell into 
the market came across with the financial crisis. The second reason was heavy taxation 
policy (18% value added tax and 25% special consumption tax). These two reasons and 
the huge amount of license fee the operators paid, had limited the ability to compete of 
Aria and Aycell with the early movers, Turkcell and Telsim. In the following years, Aria 
and Aycell had only achieved to get 3.8% in their first years and 7.25% of market share 
in the following year (Boynudelik, 2011). Table 1 represents the market shares of the 
Turkish telecommunication sector in first and second periods. 
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Table 1: Market Shares in Turkish Telecommunication Sector 
Companies Market Shares (%) 
 First Period (Duopoly) Second Period (Quadroploy) 
 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Turkcell 
 
78.0 68.0 80.0 76.9 68.5 69.2 69.0 67.0 67.3 67.9 67.0 63.0 
Telsim 22.0 32.0 20.0 23.1 31.5 30.8 31.0 29.2 25.4 19.6 19.0 20.5 
Aria        2.7 5.1    
Aycell        1.1 2.1    
Source: Atiyas and Dogan (2007) 
 
 
In the next period of mobile telecommunication sector, there had been significant 
changes. In 2004, Aria and Aycell formed a new brand called Avea, since they failed to 
survive as separate companies. The ownership of the new company had taken by Tim 
(%40), TT holdings (%40) and Isbank (%20). However, in the following year, TT 
increased its share in Avea to 81.2%. The merge of the Aria and Aycell ended the 
quadropoly period in the market. The other significant change in this period was the 
acquisition of Telsim by Vodafone. Presently, there are 3 companies in the Turkish mobile 
telecommunication sector, Turkcell, Vodafone and Avea (Boynudelik, 2011). 
 
According to Boynudelik (2011), the mobile telecommunications sector is one of the most 
rapidly developing sectors in the world. The sector is promising for further growth in 
many developing countries, even though mobile phone penetration reached above 100% 
in developed markets. Currently, there are approximately 68 million mobile subscribers 
in Turkey where fixed line subscriber number is only around 14 million (ICTA, 2013). 
Hence, it represents a huge market in Turkey. However, the growth of the subscriber 
EDVH QHDUO\ VWRSSHG %R\QXGHOLN  S VWDWHG ³Since the development of the 
market has almost stopped, customer acquisition costs has increased tremendously at 
last few yeaUV DQG FDXVHG VTXHH]LQJ PDUJLQV´ 0RUHRYHU ZLWK WKH ODXQFK RI PRELOH 
phone portability (MNP) in 2008, lead to price wars between operators since the cost of 
switching from one operator to other reduced. After this regulation, there has been huge 
amount of movements between the operators.  All these changes in the regulations, 
technologies and structure of the sector created a highly competitive mobile 
communication sector. In order to survive in this fierce competition, innovation has 
become one of the key sources of success for companies (Boynudelik, 2011).  
 
In this study, 3 telecommunication companies will be investigated in order to identify 
their service innovation development processes and customer integration into the 
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processes. Finally, customer integration methods and their differentiation for radical and 
incremental service innovations will be discovered.    
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3. Literature Review 
 
 
Present chapter aims to give a broad literature reviews about importance of innovation, 
definition of innovation, innovation types, service sector and service innovation and 
finally, customer integration into innovation development processes. At the end of the 
chapter, identified gap in the literature and the aim of the study will be provided. 
 
3.1. Importance of the Innovation 
 
Innovation capability has been increasingly seen as the one of the most important factors 
for developing and sustaining competitive advantage (Kay, 1993; Higgins, 1996; Patel, 
1999; Tidd, Bessant and Pavitt, 2001; Francis and Bessant, 2005). According to Slater 
and Narver (1995), ³GRLQJQHZDQGEHWWHUWKLQJV´KDVEHFRPHPRUHHVVHQWLDOWKDQGRLQJ
things better. Rapid movement of the business market place (Craine, 2007), new digital 
technologies (Tang, 2007), convergence of industries such as computing, 
telecommunication and mass media entertainment (Bloodgood, Turnley and 
Bauerschmidt, 2007), the globalisation of commercial networks and infrastructure has 
affected every industry regardless from their type, nature, purpose or degree of 
technologies. IQWRGD\¶VZRUOGcustomers can easily access to rich information about any 
product and service. Therefore, their need and wants shift easily and this makes them 
more powerful and demanding (Zheng, 2009). More demanding customers make 
companies to continually find new ways to satisfy rapidly changing and increasing needs. 
In order to achieve this, new products/services or developing existing ones, shortly, 
innovation is needed (Ramadani and Gerguri, 2011). 
 
In an increasingly chancing environment where globalisation, deregulation, and 
competition are intense, companies are struggling to find ways to compete with each 
other (Cottam, Ensor and Band, 2001). (VSHFLDOO\DIWHU¶VJOREDOFRPSHWLWLRQLQPany 
sectors made companies to concentrate on their business strategies and particularly on 
innovations (Kuratko and Hodgetts, 1998). Innovation is a valuable way to achieve 
growth and maintain good performance in this dynamic and competitive environment 
(Kay, 1993; Higgins, 1996; Patel, 1999). In addition, it has an important role for 
companies to achieve their corporate objectives such as long-term stability, growth, 
shareholder return and positioning themselves safely in their sectors (Cook, 1998; Doyle, 
1998). Innovation is not only enables comSDQLHV¶RSSRUWXQLWLHVWRJURZLQ their existing 
market by increasing their market shares, but also to enter new markets (Gunday et al., 
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2011). Therefore, being innovative has become one of the top objectives of the 
companies (Scantlebury and Lawton, 2007).  
 
Adapting innovation strategies at the right time, at the right frequency, at the right 
aspects of the firm and in the right way is essential for companies to be responsive to the 
rapidly changing environment (ApD\GÕQCompanies can achieve more productive 
manufacturing processes, better position in the market, more positive reputation in 
FXVWRPHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQDQGVXVWDLQDEOHFRPSHWLWLYHDGYDQWDJHE\FRQVWLWXWLQJLQQRYDWLRQ
in the main corporate strategies (Gunday et al., 2011). Many researchers investigated 
the HIIHFWVRI LQQRYDWLRQRQFRPSDQLHV¶SHUIRUPDQFHs (Kleinschmidt and Cooper, 1991; 
McAdam and Keogh, 2004; Verhees and Meulenberg, 2004; Francis and Bessant, 2005; 
Gunday et al., 2011). There are four different performance dimensions employed in the 
literature to signify company performance (Narver and Slater, 1990; Barringer and 
Bluedorn, 1999; Antoncic and Hisrich, 2001; Hornsby, Kuratko and Zahra, 2002; Yilmaz, 
Alpkan and Ergun, 2005). These dimensions are innovative performance, production 
performance, market performance and financial performance (Gunday et al., 2011). 
According to Gunday et al. (2011, p. 665), ³Innovative performance is the combination of 
overall organizational achievements as a result of renewal and improvement efforts done 
considering various aspects of firm innovativeness´ Innovation performance of the 
companies has a significant effect on both market performance and production 
performance. Even though effect of the production performance on financial performance 
is not identified, its effect on market performance is identified. Additionally, market 
performance leads to better financial position (Gunday et al., 2011). Therefore, 
innovation performance, directly or indLUHFWO\ DIIHFWV FRPSDQLHV¶ RWKHU SHUIRUPDQFH
dimension. 7KH HIIHFW RI LQQRYDWLRQ RQ FRPSDQLHV¶ SHUIRUPDQFH LV ZLGHO\ DFFHSWHG LQ
other studies as well (Damanpour and Evan, 1984; Zahra, de Belardino, and Boxx, 1988; 
Damanpour, Szabat and Evan, 1989; Khan and Manopichetwattana 1989; Calantone, 
Cavusgil and Zhao, 2002).  
 
3.2. Definition of Innovation    
 
Innovation has been a popular topic for decades in the literature and it has given many 
definitions by different researchers. In 1965, Thompson made one of the earliest 
definitions of innovation. According to Thompson (1965), innovation is a process that is 
comprised by generation, acceptance and implementation of new ideas, processes, 
products or services. Another definition defines innovation as an idea, practice, or 
material artefact perceived as new by the relevant unit of adoption (Zaltman, Duncan 
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and Holbeck, 1973). According to Buckler (1997), innovation exists in a company like an 
environment and culture, which drives value creation. A definition made by West and 
Anderson (1996) and quoted in the paper of Wong et al. (2008, p.2) describes innovation 
as ³the effective application of processes and products new to the organization and 
designed to benefit it and its VWDNHKROGHUV´ A detail explanation of innovation is made by 
DamanSRXU  S  ³Innovation is conceived as a means of changing an 
organization, either as a response to changes in the external environment or as a pre-
emptive actiRQ WR LQIOXHQFH WKH HQYLURQPHQW´ One the other hand, a more recent 
definition made by Du 3OHVVLV  S ³Innovation as the creation of new 
knowledge and ideas to facilitate new business outcomes, aimed at improving internal 
business processes and structures and to create market GULYHQSURGXFWVDQGVHUYLFHV´   
  
In addition to the different definitions of innovation, one can define innovation from 
GLIIHUHQWSHUVSHFWLYHV VXFKDV FXVWRPHU¶businesses¶ RU HPSOR\HHV¶ perspectives. From 
WKH FXVWRPHUV¶ SHUVSHFWLYH LQQRYDWLRQ means better quality and better services. From 
WKH EXVLQHVVHV¶ innovation refers to an opportunity for growth and development. 
Additionally, innovation also affects employees in the companies. Since innovation is 
source of sustainable growth for the businesses, it can lead to more successful 
businesses, which results with higher salaries for employees. Moreover, innovation brings 
QHZQHVV WR WKH HPSOR\HHV¶ MREV by making them more interesting (Ramadani and 
Gerguri, 2011). 
 
In this paper, the definition made by Business Council of Australia (1993) will be 
adopted. Business Council of Australia (1993, p.3) defined innovation, DV ³In business, 
innovation is something that is new or significantly improved, done by an enterprise to 
create added value either directly for WKH HQWHUSULVH RU LQGLUHFWO\ IRU LW FXVWRPHUV´
According to this definition, innovation is not just a term; it is one of the activities that 
companies do in order to create benefit for the company itself and/or its customers. 
  
3.3. Types of Innovation 
 
In addition to different definitions of innovation, there are also different types of 
innovation in the literature (Schumpeter, 1934; Drucker, 1985; Drucker, 1993; OECD, 
2005; Gunday et al., 2011). In 1934, Schumpeter made one of the oldest categorisation 
of innovation. Schumpeter (1934) categorised innovation into five different types, which 
are new products, new production methods, new supply sources, new ways to organise 
businesses and the exploitation of new markets. On the other hand, in the OECD Oslo 
Manual (2005), four different innovation types are introduced. These are product 
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innovation, process innovation, marketing innovation and organizational innovation. 
Product innovation refers to new good or services that are considerably developed in 
terms of technical specifications, components, materials, user friendliness or functional 
characteristics. Product innovation mainly linked to the technological improvements in 
the goods and services. These improvements can exploit from new knowledge and 
technologies or also they can result from different uses or combinations of the already 
available knowledge or technologies. Process innovation is the introduction of a new 
method of production or delivery. Newness can be result from changing technique, 
equipment and/or software. The aim of process innovation is mostly to decrease cost of 
production or delivery, increase quality, produce or deliver a new product/service or 
existing product/service in more developed way. Similar to the product innovation, 
process innovation is also mainly based on technological developments. On the other 
hand, marketing innovation is related to the new marketing methods. Changes in product 
design, packaging, placement, promotion or price are the examples of the marketing 
innovation. The purpose of marketing innovation is to increase the sales of the company 
by placing customer needs in better ways, opening new markets or changing positioning 
of the product or service with new pricing strategies, product package features, product 
placement and promotion activities. The last innovation type, organisational innovation, 
refers to the new organisational methods in the business practices, workplace 
organisation or external relations. Organisational innovations have the purpose of 
increasing EXVLQHVV¶ SHUIRUPDQFH E\ GLPLQLVKLQJ DGPLQLVWUDWLYH WUDQVDFWLRQ or supplies 
cost, increasing employee satisfaction or enabling access to non-tradable assets (OECD, 
2005).  
 
3.4. Incremental and Radical Innovations 
 
Another classification made by Ducker (1993). Ducker (1993) divided innovation concept 
into four basic categories that are incremental, additive, complementary and 
breakthrough (radical) innovation. This categorisation is more about degree of the 
innovation. He defined incremental innovation as doing small changes in the existing 
product or service, which is for having a slightly better product or service. Additive 
innovation occurs by using and exploiting existing resources, such as product line 
extensions. According to Ducker (1993), these kinds of innovations should constitute low 
risk and they should be mainly thought after complementary or breakthrough 
innovations. Unlike incremental and additive categories, complementary and 
breakthrough (radical) innovations are about offering something new. Complementary 
innovations have the purpose of changing the structure of the business. Similar to 
complementary innovation, breakthrough (radical) innovations are also aim to change 
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the business. However, this category of innovation, changes occur in a wider extent. 
Doing breakthrough (radical) innovation can even mean to create a new industry for 
enabling further growth opportunities (Ducker, 1993).  
 
Among these four innovation categories, incremental and radical innovation types are 
discussed more in the innovation literature. Therefore, many researches classified 
innovation into these two categories (Henderson and Clark, 1990; Ahuja and Lambert, 
2001; Dahlin and Behrens, 2005). The differentiation of radical and incremental 
innovations depends on some factors. Firstly, the newness of the technology that is used 
or planning to use is one of the reasons of differentiation. In their article, Kasmire, 
Korhonen and Nikolicc  S  VWDWHG ³Uadical innovations often serve as the 
foundation for new technological systems, industries or domains and are seen to involve 
significant conceptual breakthroughs, WKURXJKHLWKHUOXFNRUJHQLXV´In addition, degree 
of new knowledge is another factor, which differs radical innovation from incremental 
innovation. Moreover, in radical innovations, since new technology is used during the 
process, the degree of new knowledge is higher than the incremental innovation (Dewar 
and Dutton, 1986). Other distinguishing factor is the risk associated with the innovation. 
According to Kaluzny, Veney and Gentry (1974), as radical innovations are result from 
usage of new technology and knowledge; the risk associated with the radical innovation 
SHUFHLYHG E\ PDQDJHUV LV KLJKHU 7KLV FDQ EH H[SODLQHG ZLWK WKH PDQDJHUV¶ OHYHO
familiarity and experience with the situation (Kaluzny, Veney and Gentry, 1974).  
 
Radical innovations are mostly seen as innovations, which have high level of novelty and 
uniqueness. They are also generally defined as totally or significantly new (Kasmirea, 
.RUKRQHQDQG1LNROLFD5DGLFDOLQQRYDWLRQV¶PRVWGLVWLQFWLYHHOHPHQWLVWKDWWKH\
VLJQLI\ ³UHYROXWLRQDU\ FKDQJHV LQ WHFKQRORJ\´ 'HZDU DQG 'XWWRQ  S  DQG
distinct departures from the existing practice (Ettlie 1983). On the other hand, 
incremental innovations are more about using existing technology (Kasmirea, Korhonen 
and Nikolica, 2012) and making small adjustments and improvements (Pelz and Munson, 
1979).  
 
In this paper, the service innovation concept will be investigated under these two 
categories, which are incremental and radical innovations. However, definition of radical 
and incremental innovations may vary among companies. Therefore, each category will 
be defined in company basis. These definitions will be obtained from the interviews. 
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3.5. Service Innovation 
 
In this paper, since the study will based on telecommunication companies, the study will 
specifically focus on the service innovations. However, definition of the service innovation 
varies in many articles. Therefore, first the clear definition of the service innovation will 
be given.  
 
In OECD (2005), in the definition of product innovation, ZRUG ³SURGXFW´ FRYHUV ERWK
products and services (Gunday et al., 2011). However, since there are significant 
differences between products and services, a clear definition of service is needed. In this 
study, the definition made by Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan (2008) will be adopted. 
According to Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan (2008 S  WHUP VHUYLFH UHIHUV WR ³service 
offerings provided for and/or co-created with customers such as professional services, 
retail, financial, telecommunication, healthcareDQGPDQ\RWKHUV´  
 
According to Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan (2008), there are several distinctive 
characteristics of services, which differ services from products. The first characteristic is 
the process nature of services (Grönroos, 2001). Services are dynamic processes and 
they occur over a period of time. This service process goes through in an order or it can 
be a collection of events and steps. Service process can take place over a short period of 
time or it can take over years (Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan, 2008). Moreover, services are 
seen as a source of customer experience. All services create experiences (Carbone and 
Haeckel, 1994) and this experience needs to be managed effectively during the process 
(Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan, 2008). The other distinctive characteristics of services lie in 
their development and design processes. Services are designed and developed 
systematically through scheduled stages with clear goals (Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan, 
2008). More apparent difference between services and products is physical characteristic 
of services. Services are characterised by intangibility, heterogeneity, perishability and 
inseparability. These characteristics make service marketing different than product 
marketing (Shostack 1977; Thomas 1978; Lovelock 1983).  
 
According to Bettencourt, Brown and Sirianni (2013), as service economy increasingly 
capturing more important role in the global business, service innovations are becoming a 
source of competitive advantage. Furthermore, since business environment is become 
more challenging, just providing quality in their services is not enough for the companies. 
Instead, they need to offer large extent of newness in their service offering in order to 
make them valuable for customers (Bettencourt, Brown and Sirianni, 2013). Therefore, 
even though intangible nature of the service innovatLRQV¶ PDNHV LW KDUG WR GHYHORS 
(Chesbrough, 2005), they became a critical element of the competitive strategies of the 
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companies (MacDonough et al., 2008). Providing new service innovations has many 
benefits for the companies. According to Storey and Easingwood (1999), by introducing 
new services companies can increase their profitability of their existing offerings and 
loyalty of their existing customers. Moreover, new services can help them to gain more 
customers and opportunities in new markets (Storey and Easingwood, 1999).   
 
Differences between service and product offerings and the increasing importance of the 
services, lead many researchers to focus specifically on developing service innovations. 
Since most of the techniques and methods for product innovation development do not 
work well for the services, developing service innovation subject found an important 
place in the literature (Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan, 2008).  
 
3.6. Rising of The Service Sector 
 
Increasing importance and domination of the service sector in the economy has been 
recognised by many researchers (Menor, Tatinkonda and Sampson, 2002; Oke, 2007; 
Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan, 2008; Bettencourt, Brown and Siriannni, 2013). The service 
sector has considerable share in gross domestic product (GDP) of the most of the 
countries (Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan, 2008).  
 
³6HUYLFH VHFWRU´ WHUP FRQWDLQV PDQ\ industries such as transport, government, 
education, health care, social and personal services, retail and wholesale, hotels and 
restaurants, financial and telecommunication sectors (Oke, 2007). These sectors 
constitute a large part of the economies in many countries. In United States (U.S) 
approximately 80 percentage of the GDP is accounted by the service sectors (Bitner, 
Ostrom and Morgan, 2008). As a matter of fact, U.S was the first economy where service 
sector share was higher than other sectors (Drejer, 2004). Fuchs (1965) labelled these 
NLQGVRIHFRQRPLHVDV³VHUYLFHHFRQRP\´ZKHUHHPSOR\PHQWLVGRPLQDWHGE\WKHVHUYLFH
sector. According to Pilat (2000), service sector play a key role in the economic growth. 
Furthermore, services are the one of the main sources for job creation (Sheehan, 2006). 
Increasing role of the service sector in the economy suggests that there should be more 
focus on the service sector in order to improve standards of living, boots productivity and 
create jobs (Sheehan, 2006).  
 
There are several reasons for the increasing growth of service sector. According to 
Sheehan (2006), these reasons can be explained in two different levels, macroeconomic 
level and firm level. Rising productivity in manufacturing and increasing competitiveness 
of the developing countries can be given as examples for the macroeconomic level. These 
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factors limit employment growth in manufacturing and encourage efforts to concentrate 
on higher value-added activities. On the other hand, increasing investment in intangible 
goods, emphasis on knowledge management, changing approaches for the core 
competencies and outsourcing are the firm level reasons for the increasing growth of the 
service sector (Sheehan, 2006). In addition to this growth, factors such as globalisation 
of the services, rapidly evolving technological developments in the information and 
communication technology fosters WKH VHUYLFH VHFWRU¶V SURJUHVV DQG increases the 
pressures on the service companies to introduce new offerings for their customers 
(Menor, 2000). With the realisation of the significance of the services, creating 
meaningful and memorable customer experiences became an important part of the 
businesses (Pine and Gilmore, 1998). By achieving this purpose, companies can create 
long-term and emotional relationships with their customers. This relationship can be 
achieved not only in consumer markets but also in business-to-business markets (Bitner, 
Ostrom and Morgan, 2008). Additionally, the fact that companies cannot survive only by 
providing core products to their customers, made service innovation more important than 
ever (Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan, 2008).  
 
Nowadays, VDWLVI\LQJ WKH FXVWRPHUV¶ needs and wants a significant by developing 
innovative value-adding services is a valuable source of competitiveness (Barczak 1995; 
Storey and Easingwood 1996; Kelly and Storey 2000). Growing role of service sector in 
the economy and the realisation of benefits of providing services have increased the 
interest on the service innovation by most of the service companies.  
 
3.7. Service-centred Model 
 
The service-centred model is introduced by Vargo and Lusch (2002). The model defines 
customers as an active customer who interacts with staff, the service script and 
supporting tangibles. According to service-centred model, in order to increase customer 
perceived value, developing close and trusting relationships is a necessity. Market 
orientation contributes to these relationships in a large extent (Matthing, Sanden and 
Edvardsson (2004).  
 
Market orientation is a marketing concept, which refers obtaining knowledge about 
customer needs, technology, competition and other environmental forces, and making 
needed moves to be competitive by using this knowledge (Slater and Narver, 1995). 
Market orientation also has been seen as organisational learning capability (Kok, 
Hillebrand and Biemans, 2003), continuous learning about markets and market sensing 
(Day, 1994; 2002). Organisational learning is important for companies to understand and 
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satisfy current and future needs of their customers by giving them new products and 
services (Day, 1994; Sinkula, 1994). Additionally, market sensing is valuable in 
gathering and distributing the information about needs and expectations of customers, 
interpreting this gathered information, creating a context about market information and 
transforming the information into customer knowledge (Kok, Hillebrand and Biemans, 
2003). Therefore, market orientation is not only helps companies to understand their 
customers, but also to achieve long-term performance by making possible to create 
innovative products and services (Slater and Narver, 1995; Hurley and Hunt, 1998; Flint, 
2002).  
 
Market orientation is also emphasised in the product and service development literature 
(Montoya-Weiss and Calantone, 1994; Alam and Perry, 2002). However, little is know 
about market-oriented innovation and how to achieve it, despite its importance is known 
(Kok, Hillebrand and Biemans, 2003). Many new approaches and methods to foster 
organisational innovativeness have been introduced to the literature. However, 
companies mostly prefer traditional methods such as focus groups and surveys (Slater, 
2001; Flint, 2002; Dahlsten, 2003). It is generally accepted that traditional market 
UHVHDUFK WHFKQLTXHVDUHQRWHQRXJKWRXQGHUVWDQGFXVWRPHUV¶ ODWHQWQHHGVGriffin and 
Hauser, 1993; Leonard, 1995). 
 
Market and learning orientation has brought the idea of observing customers more 
closely in their environment and integrating them into the development process (Deszca, 
Munro and Noori, 1999; Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2000). According to Alam and Perry 
(2002), service-centred model suggest that customer involvement is even more essential 
for the service companies compared to companies with tangible products.             
 
3.8. Service Sector in Turkey 
 
In Turkey, service sector have a significant share in the economy. Especially after 1983, 
with the conversion of Turkish economy into an open economy, the importance and role 
of the service sector in Turkish economy has been increasing steadily (Taskesenlioglu, 
2010). 
 
The contribution of the service sector to Turkish economy is around 60 percent. 
Moreover, the service sector contains more than half of the workforce in Turkey. This 
number was around 10-11,5 million where the total employment number was 19-21 
million in 2009. Turkish service sector consists of many sub-sectors such as health, 
tourism, construction, education, insurance, banking, law, transportation, 
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telecommunication, occupational services and etc. Among these sectors, 
telecommunication and transportation can be given as main sectors, since these sectors 
are required in order to perform other services (Taskesenlioglu, 2010). In the report of 
0h6ø$' gPHU &LKDG 9DUGDQ WKH JHQHUDO SUHVLGHQW RI 0h6ø$' VWDWHG WKDW ³VHUYLFH
sector present a great potential in adding value, innovation and creation into the 
products (Taskesenlioglu, 2010, p.5). 
 
3.9. Customer Integration into Innovation Process 
 
There is a growing emphasis on importance of the innovation in the literature (Tidd, 
Bessant and Pavitt., 2001; Fuller, 2006; Cadwallader et al., 2010). Since customers 
increasingly demand more variations in products and services (Fuller, 2006), finding new 
ways to satisfy these needs has become key to success. In order to catch up this rapidly 
chancing and increasing needs, many companies realised the importance of the 
innovation (Ramadani & Gerguri, 2011).  
 
For a successful innovation understanding customers is critical (Ross, 2009). However, 
this is not easy as it is seen. According to Thomke and von Hippel (2002), understanding 
FXVWRPHUV¶QHHGV LVDFRVWO\DQGYDJXHSURFHVV Even though, customers exactly know 
what they need, transferring this information to companies in a clear and complete way 
is often difficult. In order to eliminate such problems, more and more companies stopped 
relying solely on their research and development activities and started to get into 
collaborative relationships with external stakeholders, such as customers (Chesbrough, 
2003). Through integrating customers in their product and service innovation 
development process, many companies aim to increase their innovation capabilities by 
identifying current and future needs of the customers (Atuahene-Gima, Slater and Olson, 
2005; Ettlie and Rosenthal, 2011; Nordhoff et al., 2011).  
 
3.9.1. Customer Integration Methods 
 
Methods for customer integration into the innovation process have been broadly studied 
in the literature (von Hippel, 1986; von Hippel, 2001; Alam, 2002; Thomke and von 
Hippel, 2002; Enkel, Kausch and Gassmann, 2005; Buur and Matthews, 2008; 
Edvardsson et al., 2012; Schaarschmidt and Kilian, 2013). Many different methods to 
integrate customer into the product and service innovation process has been introduced.  
 
Von Hippel (1976, 1978, 1986 and 2001) made several studies about the customer 
involvement in the innovation process. According to von Hippel (1986), valuable 
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information can be gathered from lead users in product and service development. Lead 
users are different from ordinary users. They face with new needs earlier than the most 
customers in the market and they benefit from innovations that satisfy their needs (von 
Hippel, 1986; Urban and von Hippel, 1988; Luthje and Herstatt, 2004). In this method, 
producers integrate lead users in development team and data collection is done jointly. 
Moreover, lead users can be used in forecasting IXWXUH QHHGV VLQFH WKH\ DUH ³IDPLOLDU
with the conditions wKLFK OLH LQ WKH IXWXUH IRUPRVWRWKHUV´ YRQ+LSSHOS 
The main requirement of lead users method is being able to find users who benefit from 
innovations and encourage them to contribute to the process (von Hippel, 1978).  
 
Other method to integrate customers into the process is the tool kit for users approach. 
In this method companies equip their customers with tools and let them to develop their 
own products or services. Tool kit approach provides customers to innovate customised 
products or services from an existing contextual condition. However, to implement this 
method in their processes, companies must be careful when they are designing these tool 
kits. The most important feature that tool kit need to have is that they should enable 
customers to go through all the design process by learning by doing (Thomke and von 
Hippel, 2002). 
 
Living Labs (Schaffers et al., 2007) is a method, which aims to gather customer-driven 
information by simulating conditions usually with a spatial context, physical material or 
computer software. In living labs method, customers are in interaction with other 
customers or stakeholders. This method is mostly used to generate service ideas.   
 
The Cudit experiments had introduced by Kristensson, Gustafsson and Archer (2004) and 
Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson (2003). In this method users create service ideas 
in the normal use context and take diary notes. The method provides information about 
what services should provide.  
 
Less complex and effective method, is REWDLQLQJ³YRLFHRIWKHFXVWRPHU´E\RQH-on-one 
interviews. :LWKJURXS RU LQGLYLGXDO LQWHUYLHZVDLP LV WRXQGHUVWDQG FXVWRPHUV¶ QHHGV
and problems and use this understanding in the innovation process (Griffin and Hauser 
1993). Aside from regular interviews, customers can be asked to imagine themselves in a 
VLWXDWLRQDQGDQVZHUTXHVWLRQVWKDWVWDUWVZLWK³VXSSRVHWKDW\RXDUHLQVLWXDWLRQRUZKDW
ZRXOG\RXGRLI´ (Edvardsson et al., 2012). 
 
Similar to one-on-one interview technique, a real like environment can be provided to 
customers in order to gather data instead of asking them to imagine. This method is 
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called information acceleration method (Urban, Weinberg and Hauser, 1996) where a 
virtual buying environment is constructed and customers can actively use a modelled 
service in this environment. This method enables companies to observe and understand 
their customers before launching the product or service. 
 
Another method for customer integration, free elicitation method was introduced by 
Bech-Larsen and Nielsen (1999). In this method, aim is to gain knowledge about the 
FXVWRPHUV¶DVVRFLDWLRQV about a product or service customers by asking them to tell the 
first thing comes to their minds about feelings and preferences.  
 
Workman (1993) believed new product development managers should have direct and 
onsite contact with customers in order to make development process more effective. In 
addition to managers, technical and operations people should also able to have a direct 
contact with the customers.  
 
In their study Lynn, Morone and Paulson (1996) emphasised on rapid prototyping and 
development, a ³SUREHDQG OHDUQ´ VWUDWHJ\ WR LQWHgrate customers into the process. In 
probe and learn strategy, valued information can be obtained from customers by giving 
them a prototype and making adjustments afterwards based on the feedback of the 
customers about the prototype (Lynn, Morone and Paulson 1996). Furthermore, 
information for the development process can be gathered by watching customers while 
they are using the product. By accurately planned customer site visits, companies can 
collect detailed and tacit data that can be only collected by observing (McQuarrie, 1998).  
 
According to Thomke (1998, 2003), by using experimentation method, a form of 
problem-solving, companies can increase the speed of the innovation process. In 
experimentation, companies provide toolkits and simulation tools to their customers in 
order to expand experimenting beyond the testing to discovery.  
 
The other method that is mentioned the customer integration into innovation process 
literature is ethnography. Ethnographic research can be used to gather deep 
understanding about consumer behaviour and cultural and sociological meaning 
associated with product or service use. In ethnography research where the purpose is to 
explore rather than test theories or ideas, researcher can be adopt variety of approaches 
such as complete observer, observer as participant, participant as observer, and 
complete participant (Cooper, 1999; Flint, 2002; Denzin and Lincoln, 2011). Ethnography 
can facilitate development process by enabling improved outputs and increasing the 
speed of the process (Cooper, 1999; Flint, 2002). Similar to ethnography, in their 
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studies, Leonard (1995) and Leonard and Rayport (1997PHQWLRQHG³HPSDWKLFGHVLJQ´
method, which aims to find a proper solution to a product or service issue by observing 
customers while they are using the product or service.  
 
In 2000, Ellis and Kurniawan introduced participatory design, which is a method mainly 
for testing service concepts. In this method, service providers test numerous concepts 
with their users by watching their reactions.  
 
More recent two methods, conversational approach (Lundkvist and Yakhlef, 2004) and 
customer group involvement (Dahlsten, 2004) emphasis on the importance of 
understanding customer needs in order to customise and improve services. Service 
providers that uses conversational approach aims to understand customers by using 
conversation framework. Service provider and customer make the need identification 
together, outside WKHXVHUV¶ UHDOXVDJHVLWXDWLRQ (Lundkvist and Yakhlef, 2004). On the 
other hand, the aim of the costumer group involvement method is to customise a service 
by arranging systematic meeting with customer groups in order to understand their 
needs (Dahlsten, 2004).  
 
In their paper, Li, Xu and Wu (2009) argued that Gap-based quality function 
development (QFD) is a valuable method for new service development. Gap based QFD 
HQDEOHFRPSDQLHVWRFRPSDUHWKHLURIIHUVDQGFXVWRPHUV¶H[SHFWDWLRQV7KHH[SHFWDWLRQV
of the customers are collected through interviews, questionnaires and etc. in the initial 
stage of the process, idea generation. In the final stage, these expectations are 
compared with the final comments of the customers and gap between service and 
expectations is investigated. 
 
One other method for integrating customer is alpha and beta testing. In his study that 
was done in the several service sectors, Schirr (2008) concluded that alpha and beta 
testing is used by companies use these tests before final launch in order to get feedback 
from their customers and make necessary changes. According to Schirr (2008, p.146), 
³)LUPV PXVW DGDSW WKHLU GHYHORSPHQW SUocesses to permit extensive iterative 
GHYHORSPHQWGXULQJSLORWSURJUDPVDQGEHWDWHVWLQJ´   
 
In addition to the methods above, many companies from different sectors also use 
traditional methods to forecast customer needs and market potential. These traditional 
methods can be qualitative or quantitative market research techniques such as 
brainstorming, surveys, interviews and focus groups etc. (Schirr, 2008). However, 
traditional methods are usually limited with identifying customer insights that are about 
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minor improvements and focusing on existing market demands rather than creation of 
promising ideas (Luthje and Herstatt, 2004).       
 
3.9.2. New Technologies, New Methods 
 
Development of new technologies and Internet enabled new customer integration 
methods. For instance, companies can gather information for discovery phase of 
development process from observations of Internet forums and online communities such 
as social networking sites and blogs. Internet-based tools, unlike market research, can 
provide customer ideas to companies at anytime without management authorisation 
(Schaarschmidt and Kilian, 2013). According to Schirr (2008), increasing Internet usage 
for communication and web delivery services might positively affect the development 
process by speeding up the collaboration with customers and by making communication 
easier.  
Internet is an inexpensive tool for the companies to identify customer needs and benefit 
FXVWRPHUV¶ FRPSHWHQFH ZLWKRXW WKHLU DZDUHQHVV 8UEDQ Dnd Hauser, 2004) and it can 
contribute the development process both in earlier and later stages (Ozer, 2004). 
Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) argued that companies need to integrate their 
customers in an active, explicit and continuous conversation, mobilise communities of 
customers, manage customer diversity and coproduce personalised experience with their 
customers. Thanks to Internet, achieving these is easier than ever. For instance, 
Microsoft presented the beta version of Microsoft Windows 2000 to its customers to get 
feedbacks and ideas from them to change and add some features to the product. 
Moreover, multinational networking company Cisco gave access its customer to its 
LQIRUPDWLRQ UHVRXUFHV DQG V\VWHPV RYHU DQG DLPHG WR VROYH FXVWRPHUV¶ SUREOHPV E\
encouraging them to participate in a dialogue and help each other (Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy, 2000). $V 6FKLUU  S VWDWHV ³Customer collaboration in 
development increased as the services migrated to the Internet´ 
 
3.9.3. When to Integrate Customers 
 
Successful new services PRVWO\RFFXUDVDUHVXOWRI³DSSURSULDWHO\GHVLJQHGVWUXFWXUHDQG
D FDUHIXOO\ RUFKHVWUDWHG SURFHVV´ Scheuing and Johnson, 1989, p.25). New service 
development processes are derived from the development processes of consumer goods 
companies. Instead of reinventing a process, existing processes were used to adjust for 
services (Scheuing and Johnson, 1989).  
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In 1989, Bowers introduced normative model of new service development. This model 
consists of 8 stages which are develop a business strategy, develop a new service 
strategy, idea generation, concept development and evaluation, business analysis, 
service development and evaluation, market testing and commercialisation. In addition 
to Bowers (1989), Scheuing and Johnson (1989) also contributed to the service 
GHYHORSPHQW OLWHUDWXUH E\ LQWURGXFLQJ D PRGHO $FFRUGLQJ WR 6FKHXQLJ DQG -RKQVRQ¶V
model, there were 15 stages of service development model which are formulation of new 
service objectives and strategy, idea generation, idea screening, concept development, 
concept testing, business analysis, project authorisation, service design and testing, 
process and system testing, marketing program testing, personnel training, service 
testing and pilot run, test marketing, full-scale launch and post-launch review. 
 
Cooper (2001, 2008) introduced another development process, Stage-Gate Model. 
³6WDJH-gate, in its simplest format, consists of a series of gates, where the project team 
undertakes the work, obtains the needed information, and does the subsequent data 
integration and analysis, followed by gates, where go/kill decisions are made to continue 
to invest in the project´ &RRSHUS6WDJH-Gate model aims to launch new 
products and services quickly, efficiently and profitability (Cooper, 2008).    
     
In his paper, Alam (2002) used the development process models of Bower (1989) and 
Scheuing and Johnson (1989), compared with his results and suggested that new 
services can be developed over 10 sequential stages which are strategic planning, idea 
generation, idea screening, business analysis, formation of the cross-functional team, 
service and process design, personnel training, service testing and pilot run, test 
marketing, and commercialisation. According to Alam (2002) customers can be 
integrated in all 10 stages of this development process. Yet, Alam states customer input 
that gathered in idea generation, service design and service testing and pilot run might 
be more essential than the other stages. In addition, Alam concluded that the intensity of 
involvement varies among the stages. The user involvement in the initial stages of idea 
generation and screening is more intense than the user involvement intensity in later 
stages of test marketing and commercialisation stages (Alam, 2002). 
 
The other study about customer integration during development process is done by Da 
Mota Pedrosa (2012). Da Mota Pedrosa divided customer integration into two categories, 
ZKLFKDUHSURDFWLYHDQGUHDFWLYHLQWHJUDWLRQDQGH[SORUHGWKHFXVWRPHUV¶LQYROYHPHQWLQ
idea generation, development and implementation stages of the process. Da Mota 
Pedrosa concluded that observing customers in the idea generation stage help companies 
to identify their unexpressed needs. Furthermore, companies can also involve its 
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customers into workshops to develop and prioritise ideas. In development stage, concept 
testing can be done with the customers by showing the description or concept of the 
innovation and asking their opinions. In addition, innovation concept can also be 
developed with the customers to reduce the risk of misinterpretation of identified 
FXVWRPHUV¶ needs (Da Mota Pedrosa, 2012). In implementation stage, customer 
integration is very important especially for the services, since services are mostly 
produced for and delivered to customers (Matthing, Sanden and Edvardsson, 2004; 
Vargo and Lusch, 2002). Customers play essential role in implementation stage by 
stating their needs about how the innovation needed to be changed before 
implementation. Moreover, they can give feedback about innovatLRQ¶V XVDELOLW\ DQG
information about the problems may emerge during usage (Da Mota Pedrosa, 2012). 
 
Edvardsson et al. (2012) categorised the customer integration methods based on the 
purpose of the methods and development stages that they may be used in. According to 
Edvardsson et al. (2012), empathic design (Leonard and Raport, 1997), lead user (Von 
Hippel, 1986), conversational approach (Lundkvist and Yakhlef, 2004), cudit experiment 
(Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson, 2003; Kristensson, Gustafsson and Archer, 2004) 
and living labs (Schaffers et al., 2007) methods can be used in earlier stages of the 
development process like idea generation. Free elicitation method (Bech-Larsen and 
Nielsen, 1999) may help companies to generate ideas on existing services or services in 
implementation stage. On the other hand, participatory design (Ellis and Kurniawan, 
2000) and toolkit approach (Thomke and on Hippel, 2002) can be used in order to 
customise a product or service in the early or late stages of the process. Customer group 
involvement (Dahlsten, 2004) can be used in design stage of the process for 
customisation. Information acceleration (Urban, Weinberg and Hauser, 1996) method 
can be used in the late stages of the process to anticipate sales of the products or 
services. The other method Gap-based QFD (Li, Xu and Wu, 2009) is mostly used in idea 
generation and concept testing. 
 
3.9.4. Benefits of Customer Integration 
 
Many articles in the literature realised the benefits of customer integration into the 
innovation process. The contribution of the customer integration to cRPSDQLHV¶SRWHQWLDO
to innovate has proven by empirical studies (Urban and von Hippel, 1988). According to 
(GYDUGVVRQHWDOFXVWRPHUVDUHD³SRWHQWLDOJROGPLQHRILQIRUPDWLRQ´SIRr 
innovation development process.  There are many benefits of customer integration for 
the companies. With early customer integration, companies can increase their 
understanding about market needs, build stronger relationship with customers, decrease 
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errors in early development process and lead to a better offering quality (Enkel, Kausch 
and Gassmann, 2005). First-hand information about customer needs can be gathered in 
order to create innovative ideas for new product and services. Additionally, customers 
can provide feedback for concepts and prototypes (Bruce and Biemans, 1995). According 
to Alam (2002), in addition to better and differentiated services, companies can reduce 
service development time, educate their customers about the usage and features of a 
new service, speed up the acceptance of a service in the market and strengthen its public 
relations by integrating customers into their development processes. In their study 
Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson (2003) concluded that customer integration in 
service innovation process lead to more innovative services. Similarly, Matthing, Sanden 
and Edvardsson (2004) also concluded that customers bring more innovativeness in 
terms of originality and user value. 
 
3.9.5. Risks of Customer Integration 
 
Along with many benefits of customer integration into the service development process, 
several risks associated with this integration is also emphasised in the literature. 
According to Lukas and Ferrell (2000), when a company integrate its customers into the 
innovation process, customers obtain know-how of the company. The possible risk is that 
the customer can use this know-how for undesirable purposes like trading the 
information with a competitor (Enkel, Kausch, & Gassmann, 2005). Another risk may 
arise from the ownership of the innovation idea (Hagedoorn, 2003). When there is an 
idea that is jointly produced by company and customer, each side may claim that they 
own the idea. Possible risk also may arise, if the customers that are integrated into the 
process represent only a small share of desired target market. In addition, customer 
integration may lead to not-invented-here syndrome. This syndrome occasionally comes 
from the research and development teams where customer integration into the 
development process is not desired. (Enkel, Kausch, & Gassmann, 2005).  
 
Some articles (von Hippel, 1986; Leonard, 2002; Enkel, Kausch, & Gassmann, 2005) 
argued that customers integration may prevents radical innovation since some customers 
might be more interested in improving the products or services that they are already 
use. These risks are important issues that need to be considered by the companies who 
integrate their customers into the innovation process. However, companies also needs to 
realise that not integrating customer may lead to higher risks. The products or services 
that are produced solely by the companies may not be market-driven and not being 
valued or appreciated (Enkel, Kausch, & Gassmann, 2005). 
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3.10. Gap In the Literature 
 
Costumer integration into the product and service innovation development process has 
been widely investigated in the literature. However, service innovation development took 
less attention in the literature where most of the researches mainly focused on tangible 
products (Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson, 2003). More focus on product 
innovation in the literature can be resulted from the fact that innovation term 
traditionally associated with tangible products (De Brentani 1995). Moreover, according 
to Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson (2003), most of the studies about customer 
integration have been done in industrial markets.  
 
There is an increasing attention in a service dominant logic of marketing. However, 
service innovation development and role of customers in service innovation is still not 
fully understood (Schirr, 2008). Furthermore, most of the studies have concentrated on 
specific customer integration technique in a single stage of development process rather 
than all process (Da Mota Pedrosa, 2012). Additionally, there is a little emphasis on the 
Telecommunication industry in the literature as well. Even though several studies have 
been made (Magnusson, 2003; Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson, 2003, 
Schaarschmidt and Kilian, 2013) about customer integration in service innovation in 
telecommunication companies, the number of these studies is far less than the studies on 
industrial sectors. The literature is even narrower for the Turkish telecommunication 
sector. As a matter of fact, no article has been found about customer integration into 
service innovation process in Turkish telecommunication sector. In the highly competitive 
Turkish telecommunication sector, every company needs to be innovative in order to 
satisfy their current and future customers and be one-step ahead from their competitors 
(Boynudelik, 2011). Integrating customers into their service innovation process is one-
way to that, as they can be source of more innovative services (Magnusson, Matthing 
and Kristensson, 2003).    
 
This study aims to understand service innovation development process of three mobile 
telecommunication companies in Turkish market to identify the points where customers 
are integrated. The main purpose of this study is to discover how these companies use 
different customer integration methods for radical and incremental service innovations. 
The comparison of customer integration for radical and incremental service innovations 
will be made within companies and between companies. 
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4. Research Design 
 
 
 
The present chapter is an attempt to describe how and why the researcher chose the 
present methodology and tools over many other options. This chapter provides a step-
by-step explanation of methodology selection for the readers. Firstly, introduction of the 
standpoint and approach adopted by the researcher is given. Afterwards, selection of the 
case study approach and interview method is explained. The chapter provides 
justifications of approach and method selection in the study and clarifies the suitability of 
selected methods for the research. Selection of the cases and interviewees is explained in 
several criteria. Moreover, the preparation of interview guide, which assisted the 
researcher during the data collection, is given. Then the chapter continues by describing 
the data collection process with the face-to-face and e-mail interviews in-detail. Finally, 
the chapter end with describing the way in which the data was gathered and the results 
interpreted, outlining and supporting the decisions taken by the researcher.      
      
4.1. Paradigm and Approach 
 
4.1.1. Philosophical Perspective 
 
According to Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe (2002), the standpoint that the 
researcher adopts plays an important role in the data collection and interpretation 
stages. People inclined to explain and categorise events. Everything is filtered through 
SHRSOH¶V RZQ SHUVRQDO IUDPHZRUN RI EHOLHIV DQG YDOXHV 6KRUWO\ Seople construct the 
µPHDQLQJDQGVLJQLILFDQFHRIWKHLUUHDOLWLHV¶:DONHU³7KHDXWKRUGRHVQRWEHOLHYH
LQWKHH[LVWHQFHRIDµXQLYHUVDOWUXWK¶RXWWKHUHUHDG\WREHVWXGLHG´$QFDS 
Instead, reality is subjective and it can be understood by realising there are multiple 
points of view and by discovering the perceptions of the individuals (Anca, 2007). 
Moreover, it is known that philosophical perspective can be influenced by the 
background, thoughts and beliefs of the researcher.  
 
4.1.2. Approach 
 
According to Noke (2006), reality is not objective DQG LW LV UHVHDUFKHUV¶ UROH to capture 
PHDQLQJV IURP SHRSOH¶V EHKDYLRXU DQG DFWLRQV DQG LQWHUSUHW WKHVH EHKDYLRXUV DQG
actions rather than explain. In this study, in the line with philosophical perspective and 
the purpose of the study, interpretivist approach is adopted. Before selection of 
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approach, a comparison between positivist and interpretivist approaches was done in 
order to help selection between these two approaches.  
 
According to positivists, there is only one objective reality that can be observed and 
measured by using standardised methods without bias. The objective of a positivist 
researcher is to understand a universal truth or a rule that keeps its truthiness for a long 
period when the specific conditions are hold. Positivists usually specify a hypothesis prior 
to the research and design their work to test this hypothesis by examining the 
relationship between some variables in a specific time and an environment. In a work 
that is done by a positivist researcher, conclusion is based on statistical values and 
presenWHG DV ³7KLV LV WKH ZD\ LW LV´ (Rubin and Rubin, 2011). There are several 
advantages and disadvantages of positivist approach. One advantage is that positivist 
studies contain large amount of data and have a clear theoretical focus. Additionally, this 
approach gives opportunity for researcher to hold the control of research process. Lastly, 
the data gathered in the study can be easily compared with other data. However, 
positivist approach leads to an inflexible process where direction usually cannot be 
changed once the data collection began. Moreover, this approach shows weaknesses in 
XQGHUVWDQGLQJVRFLDOSURFHVVHVDQGGLVFRYHULQJWKHPHDQLQJVRISHRSOH¶VEHKDYLRXUVDQG
actions (Noke, 2006). 
 
On the other hand, interpretivist approach KDVWKHSXUSRVHRIXQGHUVWDQGLQJ³WKHZRUOG
RIKXPDQH[SHULHQFH´&RKHQDQG Manion, 1994, p.36) and suggests, "reality is socially 
constructed" (Mertens, 2005, p.12). Interpretivist researchers incline to trust upon the 
"participants' views of the situation being studied" (Creswell, 2003, p.8) and they are 
DZDUHRIWKHLUEDFNJURXQGDQGH[SHULHQFHV¶ LPSDFWRQWKHir researches (Mackenzie and 
Knipe, 2006). Interpretivist approach gives researcher opportunity to ask how and why 
questions, and to be aware of changes in the research process. In addition, this approach 
is a useful approach, when researchers¶ aim is to understand a social process. However, 
interpretivist researchers usually spend lots of time in data collection stage in the 
research and have difficult times in data analysis part. In interpretivist studies, 
researchers have to be comfortable with the uncertainty in case of clear patterns are not 
emerge (Noke, 2006). After comparing two approaches, it is reached that interpretivist 
approach is suitable approach in order to understand the research question. 
 
4.2. Research Methodology 
 
With the philosophical perspective and the purpose of the research, a qualitative analysis 
was used over quantitative. The exploratory case study approach is adopted in the study 
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and as the data collection method semi-structured interview is selected. The customer 
integration during the service innovation development process in Turkish 
telecommunication industry is an unexplored area. Therefore, the primary purpose of the 
study is to explore. The main goal of this study is to understand how telecommunication 
companies integrate customers into their service innovation development processes and 
how this integration differs among incremental and radical service innovations.  
 
3 companies is selected and within these companies 7 semi-structured face-to-face and 
e-mail interviews are conducted. The purpose of the interviews was to understand the 
service innovation development process, detect the parts where customers are integrated 
and identify the differentiation of customer integration methods among radical and 
incremental service innovation. 
 
4.2.1. Case Study 
 
Case study approach is adopted in this study, since it is a suitable methodology when 
conducting an exploratory research in a real-life context (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2003). 
The case study method µIRFXVHVRQXQGHUVWDQGLQJWKHG\QDPLFVSUHVHQWZLWKLQDVLQJOH
sHWWLQJ¶(LVHQKDUGWS 534). According to Yin (1994), researchers should consider 
to use case study approach when the aim of their studies LV WR DVN ³KRZ´ DQG ³ZK\´
questions. This approach is convenient when researcher cannot control the behaviour of 
those involved in study and when researcher desire to cover contextual conditions that 
are believed to be relevant to the phenomenon under study. Case study is also suitable 
when there are no clear boundaries between the phenomenon and context (Yin, 2003). 
Moreover, case study method provide in-depth detailed analysis of the complex activities 
and phenomena, such new service development and customer involvement (Bonoma, 
1985; Yin, 1994; Alam, 2002). 
 
According to 'XEHɍ and3DUHɍ (2003), case study approach may be considered for neither 
developing theory or testing theory. In this research, similar to Lee and Baskerville 
(2003)¶VVWXG\, case studies are treated as a positivist researcher. However, in terms of 
generalizability, they are used as an interpretive researcher with the purpose of 
generalising to theory rather than to a population. Therefore, this study adopted the 
suggestion made my Strauss and Corbin (1990) as used by Gebauer, Worch and Truffer 
(2012) and 6FKDDUVFKPLGWDQG.LOLDQDQG³contribute to theory building through 
dialectic interaction between case and existing theory´6FKDDUVFKPLGWDQG.LOLDQ
p.4). 
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Creswell (1998), Stake (1995) and Dyer and Wilkins (1991) described classic case study 
as description and understanding of the cases. The main purpose of the case studies is to 
obtain and communicate a deep understanding of the cases. These cases are a bounded 
situation and selected with the aim of explain the question, situation or phenomenon of 
interest. In case study, theory development is not a necessary, yet it has to present a 
detailed picture and deep understanding (Dyer and Wilkins, 1991; Stake, 1995). 
 
Miles and Huberman (1994, p.25) defined case, ³DSKHQRPHQRQRIVRPHVRUW occurring in 
a bounded context. According to Baxter and Jack (2008), determination of the case is 
very important and researchers need to ask themselves if they want to analyse an 
individual, a program, or an organisation. Case study can be done with a single case or 
multiple cases (Yin, 2003). Since this study is an exploratory research, it is decided to 
choose multiple cases to achieve greater understanding (Anca, 2007).  
 
In this study, each case refers to a company in the Turkish telecommunication sector. 
There are several reasons of conducting this study in telecommunication sector in 
Turkey. First UHDVRQ LV WKH LPSRUWDQFH RI WHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ VHFWRU LQ FRXQWULHV¶
economies (Giray, 2007). In addition to the fact that the sector is essential for creating 
communication among people regardless from their geographical boundaries, also it 
provides productivity, newness and growth for the economies (Waverman, Meschi and 
Fuss, 2007) and competitive advantage to countries in international basis (Kulali and 
Bilir, 2010). Secondly, the telecommunication sector is one of the most rapidly 
developing sectors, as the sector benefit from technological developments (Giray, 2007). 
Therefore, application of new technologies and introduction of new innovations is 
frequently seen (Giray, 2007; Boynudelik, 2011). Third reason is that the 
telecommunication sector is a highly competitive sector, thus to be innovative is a 
necessity for the companies (Atiyas, 2005; Boynudelik, 2011; Schaarschmidt and Kilian, 
2013). Fourth, even though importance of this sector is mentioned in the literature, little 
emphasis has been made on innovation in telecommunication sector. The focus on role of 
customers in innovation process is even less. 
 
4.3. Method 
 
4.3.1. Interviews 
 
Interview is selected as the main method for this research. This method is the most 
common way for gathering qualitative data (Dicicco-Bloom and Crabtree, 2006). 
Interview can be defined as a purposeful conversation in which the interviewer asks 
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prepared questions to the respondent (Frey and Oishi, 1995). Face to face interview is 
accepted as traditional way of interviewing (Ghanem et al., 2005) where an interviewer 
exists to ask questions to interviewees face to face. In traditional interviews, relationship 
frame between interviewer and interviewee is seen as main element of collecting 
information (Cassell and Symon, 2004). However, according to Cassell and Symon 
(2004), this relationship is just for giving form to interview process; thus, interviewer 
aims to gather the most precise data without the effect of relationship.  
 
In addition to traditional face-to-face interview, some interviews are done by e-mails. E-
mail interviews enable researchers to contact and interview with people no matter how 
they are far away (Carolyn, 2001). Furthermore, these interviews are useful for saving 
both time and money (Davis et. al., 2004). In a city where traffic is a major problem, this 
method was helpful in a large extent. Online or e-mail interviews give interviewees 
freedom to answer questions whenever and wherever they want; thus, the responses will 
be better considered and less impulsive (Carolyn, 2001). Conducting online interview 
reduces the labour intensivHQHVVRIWKHLQWHUYLHZHUV¶MREV Since collected responses are 
already located in the computer as text, transcription process is not needed (Davis et. 
al., 2004). However, according to Bowker and Tuffin (2004), interviewing with people by 
using e-mail is a slow way of conducting interview. Other disadvantage of these 
interviews is that getting detailed information from respondents can be hard, since there 
is no interviewer to control the process and probe or encourage them to answer deeper. 
Therefore, information gathered from online interviews is less detailed (Carolyn, 2001). 
 
There were 4 objectives of the interviews. The first objective was to understand how 
companies define innovation and differentiate radical and incremental service 
innovations. Second was to understand entire service development process in each 
company. Other objective was to learn when and how customers are integrated into the 
process. The last objective was to identify differences between customer integration 
methods for incremental and radical service innovations.  
 
4.3.1.1. Semi-structures Interviews 
 
Semi-structured interviews are one of the most commonly used qualitative methods in 
the literature (Kitchin and Tate, 2000). These interviews are associated informal, 
conversational or soft interviews (Clifford, French and Valentine, 2010). In semi-structred 
interviews, a predetermined order and questions assists researchers. On the other hand, 
in structured interviews, researchers use a list of predetermined list of questions and 
they ask the questions in exact order as they are written. Unlike structured interviews, in 
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semi-structured interviews, predetermined questions have the purpose of directing the 
interviews in some level and giving researcher a considerable level flexibility. In these 
kind of interview, conversation is directed by the interviewee rather than predetermined 
set of questions (Clifford, French and Valentine, 2010). In this study, in order to give 
flexibility to both researcher and interviewees during the interviews, the structure of the 
interviews was selected as semi-structured.  
 
This study is a cross-case study; hence a level of standardisation is needed for comparing 
cases in the analysis stage (Fontana and Frey, 2005). In order to achieve some degree of 
standardisation, broad questions are set to be same in the interviews guide and asked in 
each interview. However, in addition to the broad questions, spontaneous questions 
emerged and asked during the interviews according to answers taken.  
 
In order to understand a complex process like service innovation development processes 
of telecommunication companies, it is believed that semi-structured would be a 
convenient structure for the interviews.  Moreover, interview guide that consisted of both 
standardised broad questions and spontaneous questions was helpful for a novice 
researcher in both during data collection in interviews and cross-case comparison.  
 
4.3.1.2. Open-ended and Close-ended Questions 
 
According to Timmons (1989), using a combination of open-ended and close-ended 
questions give researcher opportunity to gather unexpected insights and also maintain 
focus. Therefore, this combination is used in each interview. Service innovation 
development process is a complex and long process where many people and teams from 
different departments are assigned. Thus, the process is difficult to understand. In 
addition, the direction of the interview could shift to some parts, which may not be 
relevant with the research area. Therefore, close-ended questions are asked frequently in 
order to achieve focus and not to lose direction. At the same time, with the help of open-
ended questions, the process is understood in detail by giving interviewees freedom to 
explain the process.   
 
4.3.1.3. Preparing The Interview Guide 
 
Prior to the interviews, literature that covers subjects such as innovation definition and 
W\SHV VHUYLFHVHFWRU WHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQVHFWRU VHUYLFH LQQRYDWLRQDQGFXVWRPHUV¶ UROH
in service and product development processes is broadly reviewed. As a result of this 
UHYLHZ FXVWRPHUV¶ LQWHJUDWLRQ LQWR WKH UDGLFDO DQG LQFUHPHQWDO VHUYLFH LQQRYDWLRQ
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development process is selected for further investigation. During the literature review, 
interview guide is prepared based on relevant topics. The article of Schaarschmidt and 
Kilian (2013) was helpful in preparing the interview guide. Since this article is also about 
customer integration into innovation process in telecommunication industry and its data 
collection method was interview, some questions of its interview guide is taken as 
examples. Additionally FRPSDQLHV¶ ZHEVLWHV ZHUH FKHFNHG DQG VRPH VHUYLFHV DUH
identified in order to be asked in the interviews as service innovation examples. 
Moreover, during the interview guide preparation, question and structure of the guide is 
presented to the contacts within the companies in for getting feedback and make minor 
changes in order to achieve high relevancy with the companies. 
 
The interview guide consists of 4 sections. The first section basically has the purpose of 
introducing myself and getting know the interviewees. In this section, there are 
questions OLNH ³&DQ \RX LQWURGXFH \RXUVHOI´ ³:KDW LV \RXU GXW\ LQ WKLV FRPSDQ\´ DQG
³+RZ PDQ\ \HDUV KDYH \RX EHHQ ZRUNLQJ LQ WKLV FRPSDQ\´ ,Q WKH VHFRQG VHFWLRQ
questions are set in order to understand what innovation means for the companies and 
how they define innovation. Moreover, in order to clarify difference between services and 
products in telecommunication sector and what differs radical and incremental service 
innovations both open-ended and close-ended questions are determined. In the third 
section, questions are prepared to understand the service innovation development 
process. Understanding this process is a difficult task to achieve, since it is a long and 
complex process. Therefore, possible questions are noted in the guide in case of need for 
achieving focus and obtaining detailed data. This section of the interview had the 
potential to take longer period of time compared to other sections, hence more time 
devoted for this section. In the final section of interviews, the questions about customer 
integration into the service innovation development process are specified. Moreover, 
some methods of customer integration are noted in addition to the interview guide in 
case of need to explain to interviewees.  
 
After preparing each section, the interview guide was formed to conduct the interviews. 
However, this interview guide was a tentative interview guide rather than a fixed one. It 
was known that the questions could be varied according to the information gathered from 
the interviewees.  
  
As a novice researcher who was about to do his first interviews, time management was 
very important. Moreover, considering the fact that the interviewees had a limited 
amount of time, time management became the crucial factor for collecting the data to 
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finish the interviews. In order to achieve that, time range that is needed for each section 
is noted in the interview guide on the verge of checking during the interviews.      
 
4.4. Data Collection 
 
4.4.1. Case Study Selection 
 
Boundaries of the study are set by some factors. According to Wilson and Vlosky (1977), 
to limit extraneous variations and sharpen external validity, it is important to specify a 
population. Initially, telecommunication sector in Turkey is selected as population of 
interest. Afterwards, 3 companies chosen within this sector. All of these companies have 
considerable number of subscribers and market share in the mobile communication 
market. In the study, the companies will be named as Company A, Company B and 
Company C in order to protect their confidentiality. 
 
According to Miles and Huberman (1994), in qualitative researches, purposive or 
theoretical sampling is more preferred rather than random sampling. Hence, this study 
adopted purposive sampling, since it provides a degree of control (Miles and Huberman, 
1994; Yin, 2003). In this study, companies are selected on the basis of two criteria. First, 
each company must have innovative services in the market and should be frequently 
introducing innovative services to the market. In order to be sure about this criterion, 
FRPSDQLHV¶ ZHEVLWHV ZHUH YLVLWHG and innovative services are identified. Secondly, 
customers must have been integrated during the service innovation development 
process. To verify this, relevant people, who are found with personal contact, in the 
companies are telephoned and asked whether they integrate customers in their service 
development process.  
 
4.4.2. Interviewee Selection 
 
Once the companies are selected; several people are contacted in the companies with 
personal contact. These contacts leaded me to relevant people who have responsibilities 
in the service development process within their companies. It was important to select the 
interviewees with the good knowledge about service innovation development process and 
customer integration into the process. Afterwards, the purpose of the study is explained 
to these people by e-mail and asked whether they are interested to participate to the 
study. Once the approval from each participant was taken, interviews are started to 
conduct. Initially, one person is selected in each company to conduct interview. At the 
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same time, the conversation with the people who were contacted in the first place was 
continued in order to get advices and feedback about the study.  
 
In this study, the approach adopted by Guest, Bunce and Johnson (2006) is followed. 
According to their principle of data saturation, the need for additional interviews declines 
if additional interviews only uncover what is already knows from earlier interviews. In A 
study made by Da Mota Pedrosa (2012), the information collection was stopped as soon 
as gathered information appeared to be repetitive and not useful for further 
understanding of the research subject. In the same line with their study, the interviewee 
number is not determined in advance. This decision was left for the next steps of the 
study according to information will be obtained. 
 
4.4.3. Interviewees 
 
In this section, small description of the interviewees will be given. However, due to 
confidentiality issues, the names of the all interviewees will be mentioned as anonymous.  
 
The fist telecommunication company that is contacted for the research was Company A. 
In Company A, Interviewee 1 who had familiarity with the research areas and could 
provide relevant information about the subject was identified. Interviewee 1 has been a 
part of content management team for 2 years in Company A. This team is responsible 
from mobile applications and services. Interviewee 1 has also experience in digital 
marketing, web analytics and project management teams in the same company. The 
information gathered from Interviewee 1 was found enough; hence, no other interviewee 
was interviewed in Company A.  
 
In Company B, 2 interviewees were selected, Interviewee 2 and Interviewee 3. Initially, 
only Interviewee 2 was contacted and interviewed. However, in order to gather more 
information about the process, Interviewee 3 was contacted. Interviewee 2 is a part of 
partner management team. Additionally, Interviewee 3 had 7 years experience in 
corporate product and segment management, pricing and mobile marketing teams in 
Company B. The other interviewee, Interviewee 3, has been working as head of 
consumer services for 1 year. Before this position, he/she had taken a part in Company B 
as head of products and services and head of marketing operations for 4 years. 
 
The last contact was made with Company C. 4 people were interviewed in this company, 
since the service innovation development process is separated into number of teams and 
each member of teams has specialised NQRZOHGJHDERXWWKHLUWHDP¶VUROHVUDWKHUWKDQDOO
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process. Interviewee 4 has been working as a part media and information services 
management team. Additionally, he/she had experiences in media services and mobile 
applications and category management, account management and product management. 
All these experiences accounted more than 7 years. Other interviewee, Interviewee 5, is 
working as senior marketing and intelligence specialist. This interviewee had prior 
experience in other research companies for more than 5 years. Interviewee 6 has been 
working as product manager for 6 years in Company C. His/her prior experience was as 
marketing strategy and pricing professional in another company. The last interviewee, 
Interviewee 7, has also been working as product manager in Company C and has earlier 
experience as product manager for more than 5 years.  
 
Table 2 - Interviewees 
Company Interviewee Responsibility Duration  
Company A Interviewee 1 Content Management 55 minutes 
Company B Interviewee 2 Partner Management 1 hour 
  Interviewee 3 Head of Consumer Services 55 minutes 
Company C Interviewee 4 
Media and Information  
Services Management 
30 minutes 
 
  Interviewee 5 
Senior Marketing and  
Intelligence Specialist 
20 minutes 
 
  Interviewee 6 Product Manager 50 minutes 
  Interviewee 7 Product Manager - 
Source: author 
 
4.4.4. Taking the Interviews 
 
The initial contact with the interviewees is made with telephone call. The purpose of the 
study and procedure that will be followed if they will accept to participate to the study is 
explained in detail. Once the final consent was taken from the possible interviewees, a 
meeting with each interviewee was planned. It is agreed to meet in companieV¶PHHWLQJ
rooms. Since interviewees have limited time during their busy routines, meeting in the 
companies would enable to spend more time with the interviewees and use their time 
more efficiently. 
 
The face-to-face interviews were conducted during the month of July. The length of the 
interviews varied among interviews due to busy schedule of the participants. Interviews 
lasted on average for around 40 minutes. While the longest interviews took 1 hour, the 
shortest one lasted for 20 minutes. All the interviews were conducted by aid of the 
interview guide derived from literature review and company websites. However, in some 
interview, the level of this help decreased owing to limited time of the interviewees. In 
those interviews, some questions were skipped and question that are directly related to 
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WKH LQWHUYLHZHHV¶ SRVLWLRQ DQG GXWLHV LQ WKH FRPSDQLHV DVNHG VWUDLJKWO\ During the 
interviews, examples for service innovations were frequently asked in order to 
understand the development process better with those examples. In some interviews, 
the interviewees referred many examples, since they took place in many service 
development projects. In other interviews, interviewees mainly talked about specific 
services, which they are responsible from. All of the interviews were conducted in 
Turkey. Since all the interviewees were Turkish, the language of the interviews was in 
Turkish as well. Therefore, data collection is done to be translated in to English once all 
the interviews are done.  
 
Conducting the e-mail interviews took more time than face-to-face interviews. Even 
though, sending questions to the interviewees lasted for several minutes, getting answer 
from respondents was a long process. Only one of the interviewees was contacted only 
by e-mail. Since arranging a face-to-face meeting was not possible due to limited time of 
the interviewee, interview was done by e-mail. As interview guide was used in all 
interviews, it was helpful in e-mail interviews as well. All questions were sent in a single 
e-mail. However, desired responses did not obtained. While interviewee focus more on 
some questions, other questions were answered with short sentences and answers of 
some questions were not collected at all. Thus, missing answers were tried to be 
collected with follow-up e-mails. 
  
The other e-mail interviews were a part of face-to-face interviews and they had the 
purpose of gathering supplementary information in addition to those interviews. In these 
interviews, the interview guide was not used. Instead, questions to be asked by e-mails 
were determined after reading the transcripts of face-to-face interviews. The information 
that were not collected in the face-to-face interviews were identified and noted to be 
asked in the e-mail interviews. 
 
4.4.5. Interview Recording and Transcription 
 
All the interviews were done with the help of a personal laptop. Voice recording software 
was used to record interviews. This software was useful in converting the record in to 
other formats, which made listening and transcribing easier. To guarantee the voice 
recording to be understandable, in addition to the laptop, voice-recording feature of a 
mobile smart phone was used. Using two recording devices helped researcher to pay full 
attention to the interviewees. In order to best capture the information about the service 
innovation development process, I tried to take notes and draw graphs as detailed as 
possible. In some interviews, interviewees used a board or piece of sheet to explain the 
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process. Those notes were collected after the interviews by directly taking the sheets or 
taking the picture of the board to analyse afterwards. In some cases where the 
interviewees were not comfortable with giving the sheets directly to the researcher or 
allowing researcher to take the picture of the board, notes were taken at the same time 
the interviewees were drawing and explaining.  
 
Transcription of each interview was done either in the same day or the day after in order 
to achieve a better representation of each case. Interview transcripts were sent to the 
interviewees for review to ensure truth-value (Da 0RWD3HGURVD1D ࡇslund and Jasmand, 
2012) and to ask whether they were comfortable with the information that will be used in 
the report. 
 
Transcription was not needed for e-mail interviews. The answers of each e-mail interview 
was directly copied and pasted to a word file. However, for the e-mail interviews those 
were for additional data for the face-to-face interviews, answers gathered from e-mails 
added to the face-to-face interview transcriptions. The parts that are overlapped 
removed and a single transcription was formed.   
 
4.5. Data Analysis 
 
Shortly after the completion of data collection, transcription was made for all the 
interviews. Transcripts for all the interviews accounted for more than 50 pages. With the 
company reports and presentations this number reached to more than 60 pages. The 
transcripts of  each interviews in each company carefully reviewed along with company 
reports and presentations.  
 
In the first step, a within-case analysis was done for each case (Patton, 2002). In order 
to understand µKRZV¶µZKDWV¶µZKHUH¶DQGµZK\V¶ of each company, all the findings were 
compared and contrasted with the aid of tools suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994). 
As a result of this process, matrices based on the answers gathered from the interviews 
are developed. These matrices facilitated cross-case analysis (Miles and Huberman, 
1994).  
 
4.5.1. Within-case Analysis 
 
Within-case analysis was used to understand service innovation development process of 
each company. This analysis was also helpful for the researcher to deal with big amount 
of data and to develop familiarity with each case prior to the cross-case analysis 
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(Eisenhardt, 1989). The transcript of each interview was read repeatedly and colour 
coding was used to identify important parts. 
Firstly, for each case, definition of innovation and how companies differentiate radical 
and incremental innovations is identified. Afterwards, service innovation development 
process and customer integration into the process is discovered. Furthermore, the 
description methods and how companies apply these methods were explained in-detail. 
Finally, differences of customer integration methods for incremental and radical service 
innovations are identified.  
At the end of every case, to comprehend the results a summary checklist matrix for each 
case was given which comprises comments and statements made by the author, as well 
as quotes belonging to the interviewees.    
4.5.2. Cross-case Analysis 
 
After understanding each case, the analysis moved to cross-case analysis where cases 
are compared with each other to find similarities and differences for further 
understanding. 
 
Miles and Huberman (1994) recommended matrixes are useful for studies that entail 
multiple case studies, which require cross-case comparisons. Therefore, the checklist 
matrixes are used to summarise all the information and to be helpful to cross-case 
analysis. 
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5. Case Findings 
 
 
 
In this chapter, description and interpretation of each case will be given. Initially, small 
description about each company will be given. After, how companies define innovation 
and how they differentiate radical and incremental innovations will be provided. Thirdly, 
process of service innovation development will be presented in detail. Later, stages of 
process where customers are integrated and how customers are integrated into the 
process will be identified. Lastly, customer integration for radical and incremental service 
innovations will be compared. First, this comparison will be done within each case and 
then among cases in order to discover similarities and differences. With the within-case 
analysis and cross-case analysis, the study aims to discover how the companies develop 
service innovations and how do they use different customer integration methods for 
radical and incremental service innovations.  
 
5.1. Company A 
 
Description of the Company 
 
Company A began its operations in 2004 with the merger of two mobile 
telecommunication companies, which failed to survive as separate entities due to the 
high competition in the sector (Boynudelik, 2011). Company A is a newer company 
compared to its competitors in the sector. Therefore, company aims to increase its 
market share by attracting other companies¶ FXVWRPHUV. As Interviewee 1 states 
³Innovation is playing important part in our short-term and long-term strategy´
Company A tries to differentiate itself from other companies by introducing new services 
with high quality.  
 
Definition of Innovation 
 
Company A is one of the key players in the Turkish telecommunication sector. Company 
A have partnerships with several leading universities and companies in other sectors. 
Moreover, they have recently built innovation centres. With these partnership and 
investment, Company A aims to increase its innovation capabilities by fostering idea flow 
into the company. 
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³Innovation has a considerable importance in our company. We are a company who tries 
to encourage innovation. For us, innovation can be anything that change our current and 
future customers¶OLYHV HYHQLILWLVDVPDOODPRXQW´ (Interviewee 1)  
 
Differentiation of Radical and Incremental Innovations 
 
The differentiation of radical and incremental innovation in Company A is based on 3 
factors. The first factor is the size of population which innovation will affect and the level 
of this effect. The level of effect can be explained as ³WKH FKDQJH LQ GDLO\ OLYHV RI our 
current and future FXVWRPHUV´. The second factor is a measurement, which is done by 
information technology (IT) department. This measurement based on the number of 
people and amount of time that are necessary to finish the project. The measurement is 
shown DV ³PDQGD\´ ,I WKLVQXPEHU LVELJJHU WKDQ WKHSURMHFWZLOOQDPHGDVKLJK
level project and a project manager is assigned by IT and include to our basic 
development process; if it is not, project named as low level project and include to a 
development process called AGILE which will be explained in following section. The third 
and last factor is public relation (PR) effect. PR effect is measured according to 
uniqueness of the innovation, its possible effect on brand recognition and awareness. 
 
³7KHVH  IDFWRUV GHWHUPLQH ZKHWKHU WKH LQQRYDWLRQ ZLOO EH QDPHG DV LQFUHPHQWDO RU
radical. However, sometimes there may be some cases where first two factors say the 
innovation is incremental, but the other one says it is radical. In these cases, we are 
ORRNLQJWRWKHXQLTXHQHVVRIWKHLQQRYDWLRQIRURXUFRPSDQ\DQGPDUNHW´ (Interviewee 
1) 
 
Interviewee 1 gave a backup application, a service that is developed by Company A, as 
an example of incremental service innovation. The purpose of this application is to copy 
the contacts of customers and send them to their e-mails. ³:H ODEHOOHG EDFNXS
application as incremental, because it was below 50 man/day and similar version have 
already introduced by other telecommunication companies. It was not a unique service 
for the customers and the market.´ 
 
Interviewee 1 gave DµFORXGGDWDVWRUDJHVHUYLFH¶DVUDGLFDOVHUYLFHLQQRYDWLRQ³&RPSDQ\
A is the first company that introduced a cloud service to its customers in Turkish market. 
This service was radical in terms of all three factors, size of population and effect on this 
SRSXODWLRQPDQGD\DQG35HIIHFW´ 
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Service Innovation Development Process 
 
In company A, the main service innovation development process starts with µ,GHD¶. The 
company periodically analyses customer analytics, profile system and data analysis based 
RQ FXVWRPHUV¶ information data and usage details. Moreover, Company A uses focus 
groups and surveys to identify needs and trends and they can be source of new ideas.   
 
³:HKDYHDFXVWRPHUDQDO\WLFVGHSDUWPHQWZKHUHFXVWRPHUEHKDYLRXUVDUHDQDO\VHGDOO
the time. In this analysis, for example, we see a customer who uses Internet more than 
voice calls or messages and makes download and uploads. We say that we should 
introduce a service, which will store the data he/she downloaded. As a result, we can 
come up with the idea of cloud data storage service in order to satisfy this need. >«@of 
FRXUVHWKHQXPEHURISHRSOHZKRKDVDQHHGUHTXLUHWREHDODUJHQXPEHU´ (Interviewee 
1)     
 
As a result of identified needs, solutions or ideas may arise in order to satisfy those 
needs. Ideas can also arise without identification of a need and directly from idea 
owners. These owners can be internal sources such as employees, directors or external 
resources such as partners or customers. After ideas are collected, they are evaluated in 
terms of consistency with the brand, possible benefits for customers and company, size 
of population that may affected by the idea and level of this possible effect, resource 
requirement as man/day and PR effect. The ideas that are found applicable by the 
division director are turned into concepts, which contain detailed description of service 
ideas. 
 
In the next stage, service concepts are categorised according to their purposes. Services 
can be revenue-based, PR-based or both. If a service concept is revenue-based, pricing 
examine the concept in terms of feasibility, required time, people and financial resource, 
income/expense, required partners and infrastructure investment. If the service concept 
is PR-based, economic value of PR effect and possible non-financial effects of the service 
are analysed. If the service is both revenue and PR-based, all the all the factors 
mentioned above are analysed. Moreover, in this stage, a product manager is assigned 
for the service concept. As soon as the concept get approval, development stage starts. 
 
Right before the development, a decision is made about whether the development should 
be done in in-house or by a third party. Product manager makes this decision based on 
time and cost. Afterwards, a technical product manager is assigned and a design team is 
created and required details are told to this team. At the same time, same details are 
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told to marketing communication team as well in order to make them ready prior to 
launch.  
 
When the service or the service prototype is ready, it is tested with scenario analysis. 
Scenario analysis can be done either in-house or third party according to serviFHV¶
newness. The new service ideas are tested in-house where the cost of the test rises, but 
services can be analysed more in-detail. The services that are extension of existing 
services can be tested with third parties.  
 
³,QVFHQDULRDQDO\VLVZHDUHWU\LQJWRILQGSRVVLEOHSUREOHPVWKDWPD\DULVHLQXVDJHRI
WKH VHUYLFH >«@ DQG WKHQ ZH DQDO\VH WKLV SURElems and make required changes or if 
there is no problem about the service, we go in through next step in the process´ 
(Interviewee 1) 
 
After scenario analysis, the final version of the service is presented to the directors and if 
they approve, the service will launched to the market; if they do not approve, the service 
go back to the previous stages to be changed. The marketing communication of the 
service may or may not start initially after launch. It depends on the newness of the 
service. If it is a neZVHUYLFHWRWKHFRPSDQLHV¶FXVWRPHUVPDUNHWLQJGHSDUWPHQWZDLWV
in order to get some feedback about the service and do the communication according to 
these feedbacks. 
 
After launch, user analytic values are analysed for possible updates. Moreover, company 
evaluates social media sites, online forums and websites in order to get feedback from its 
customers. If a problem or need arise, this can be source of improvement in existing 
service or even a new service idea. 
 
Differentiation of the Development Process 
 
In the idea stage of the main process, if an idea is measured below 50 man/day, 
Company A uses AGILE process instead of its main development process. In AGILE 
process, third party companies, which are specialised in their areas, are included into the 
process in order to make the process faster and more efficient. In this process, there are 
fewer teams and departments compared to the main process. Purpose of AGILE is to 
launch a service as soon as possible with minimum internal resources. 
 
Other differentiation occurs before the development stage. In the services that require a 
high number of resources in terms of financial and personnel, IT department appoints a 
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project manager who is responsible from management of resources, documentation and 
planning. Development team gives feedback to the project manager weekly basis and the 
manager makes the planning of next stages in terms of resources. 
 
Customer Integration into the Process 
 
During the need identification, customers are integrated into the process both directly 
and indirectly. Direct methods like focus groups and surveys are most used methods by 
market research team. ³,QIRFXVJURXSVZHFDQLGHQWLI\DQHHGE\GLUHFWLQJWKHPZLWK
TXHVWLRQVRUFXVWRPHUVFDQGLUHFWO\WHOOWKHLUQHHGV´)RFXVJURXSs enable Company A to 
identify insights and needs of customer. Service ideas may arise form customers in focus 
groups directly or company may come up with an idea based on the insights that are 
identified in the focus groups. Focus groups are also used after turning idea into a 
concept. The company may tests service concepts with its customers. Additionally, 
Company A can reach larger sample of customers and gather statistical data by doing 
survey. However, this method is used only for identifying needs rather collecting ideas 
directly.  
 
Company A also uses indirect methods to identify needs and insights of its customers. 
Methods such as methods such as customer analytics, profile system or data analysis 
may be helpful in idea generation in creating new ideas or improving existing services. 
By analysing usage details of existing services, Company A can detect needs and 
problems associated with the services. 
 
Before the launch stage, customers are integrated with scenario analysis method. 
Scenario analysis is a testing method for services in order to identify possible problems 
that may emerge during usage and to see if the service needs some updates. Scenario 
analysis is a testing method where the service or prototype is given to a customer and 
asked basic questions about usage of the service by a moderator. Same procedure is 
done with the users who used the service or a similar service before and with the users 
who have never used the service or any similar service before.  
  
After launch, even though service is already in the market, customers can contribute to 
the further development process by making comments in social media, online forum and 
websites. Company analyses these comments in order to make improvements to the 
existing service or take the comments to create a new service idea. 
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Differentiation of Customer Integration Methods 
 
In company A¶V WKH GHYHORSPHQW SURFHVV, customer integration methods show some 
differences for incremental and radical service innovations. For instance, in focus groups, 
if the purpose is doing small changes or improvements on existing service, questions like 
³:KDWGR\RX WKLQNDERXW WKLV LGHD´RU ³:KDWZLOO \RX WKLQN LIZHFKDQJH WKLV´ FDQEH
asked directly to do customers. However, if a idea is source of a radical innovation which 
is entirely new to the company and the market, instead of asking direct questions, 
moderator asks indirect questions to identify insights and latent needs. Same difference 
exits in the surveys. If aim is to make some improvements in an existing service, direct 
questions can be asked.  
 
In addition, some differences occur for the radical and incremental service innovations in 
scenario analysis as well.  
 
³In scenario analysis, for the radical service innovations like cloud data storage service, 
we hand over a basic version of the service. However, for incremental services like 
backup application, we hand over versions, which are very close to the final version. >«@
also, scenario analysis for the radical innovations are done in-house with more in-detail´
(Interviewee 1)  
 
As Interviewee 1 states, in scenario analysis, if the service is an upgraded version of 
FRPSDQ\¶VVHUYLFHVDQGFXVtomers have familiarity with that service, final version of the 
service can be given. However, if the service is entirely new to the company and to the 
customers, a basic version of the service is given to the customers. 
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Checklist Matrix 
 
Table 3 - Checklist Matrix for Company A 
Definition of Innovation  ³,QQRYDWLRQFDQEHDQ\WKLQJWKDWFKDQJHRXUFXUUHQW
DQGIXWXUHFXVWRPHUVOLIHHYHQLILWLVDVPDOODPRXQW´ 
Differentiation of Incremental and 
Radical Service Innovation 
Size of population that service will affect and level of 
effect, Required resources, Uniqueness services for the 
company and market 
Service Innovation Development 
Process 
                Idea Stage   Î    AGILE 
Ð 
Concept Stage 
Ð 
Development Stage 
Ð 
Scenario Analysis 
Ð 
Launch Stage 
  
  
  
  
Customer Integration Methods Incremental Radical Stage 
Focus Group  Direct questions  Indirect 
questions 
Idea, Concept 
testing 
Survey Direct questions  Indirect 
questions 
Idea 
Customer analytics, Profile system, 
Data Analysis 
   Idea, Post-
Launch 
Scenario Analysis  Almost final 
version of the 
service, less 
detailed, third party 
With basic 
version of the 
service, more 
in detail, in-
house 
Before Launch 
Social Media, online forum and 
websites  
   Idea, Post-
Launch 
Source: author 
 
 
Analysis and Interpretation of Findings 
 
Reiterating the findings highlighted aboveµ,QQRYDWLRQ¶WHUPUHSUHVHQWVDwide definition, 
ZKLFKLQFOXGHVDQ\FKDQJHVRU LPSURYHPHQWVLQWKHLUFXVWRPHUV¶OLYHV7KLVGHILQLWLRQLV
in the same line with the definition of Business Council of Australia (1993).  
 
Company A differentiate radical and incremental service innovations in terms of size of 
the population that service will affect and the level of this effect, required resources and 
finally, uniqueness services for the company and market. This differentiation shows some 
similarities and differences with the literature. In the literature, radical innovations 
mostly associated with newness (Drucker, 1993), uniqueness, novelty and new 
technologies (Kasmirea, Korhonen and Nikolica, 2012). However, the population size and 
the level of effect of service on this population factor seem to be a company specific 
factor, which is not mentioned in the literature. Moreover, even though required 
resources factor is not used as a radical innovation determiner in the literature, radical 
innovations are generally seen as more costly innovations (Germain, 1996). 
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On the other hand, incremental innovations associated with improvements, adjustments 
(Pelz and Munson, 1979) and using same technologies (Kasmirea, Korhonen and Nikolica, 
2012). The services those are taken as examples for radical and incremental service 
innovations match with the literature. 
 
The service innovation development process of Company A consists of 4 main stages, 
which are idea, concept, development and launch. These stages are in the same line with 
the stages of service development models of Bowers (1989) and Scheuing and Johnson 
(1989). Additionally, the stages in the process show similarities with the stage 
GHVFULSWLRQRI&RRSHU¶V6WDJH-Gate model. However, instead of separating stages 
and gates from each other, it appears that they are combined under the stages.  
 
According to Alam (2002), customers can be integrated in every step of the development 
process. However, in Company A, customer integration mostly occurs in idea generation, 
concept testing and final testing before the launch.   
 
In idea generation, Company A mostly prefers traditional market research methods such 
as focus groups and surveys. While surveys are more helpful in identifying existing 
needs, focus groups are more likely to be a source of new ideas. Moreover, the company 
analyses its customer with customer analytics, profile system and customer data to 
LGHQWLI\ FXVWRPHUV¶ QHHGV&RPSDQ\$DOVREHQHILWV IURPRQOLQH VRXUFHV VXFKDV social 
Media, online forum and websites in idea generation. Although customerV¶IHHGEDFNVDQG
LQVLJKWVDUHJDWKHUHGZLWKYDULRXVPHWKRGVLQLGHDJHQHUDWLRQLWLVWKHFRPSDQ\¶VMREWR
do interpreting and prioritising of the gathered data7KHUHIRUHRQHFDQVD\FXVWRPHUV¶
contribution is limited with providing insights and feedbacks to the company.   
 
After idea generation, ideas are prioritised and turned into concepts. Company A may 
conduct concept testing with its customers in focus groups. For cloud data storage 
service, the company analysed customer usage data, concluded that a data storage 
application is needed and relevant personnel came up with an idea. This idea has not 
tested with customers, yet the concept is tested in a focus group.  
 
The other integration method, scenario analysis, is applied in testing right before launch. 
This method is a more sophisticated compared to traditional methods. In scenario 
analysis, Company A prefers interviews rather than focus groups, since it is believed that 
FXVWRPHUVFDQDIIHFWHDFKRWKHU¶VRSLQLRQV7KHFXVWRPHULQWHJUDWLRQLQWKLVVWHp seems 
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to be very important for Company C, since this is the last chance for them to get 
feedback from its customers to adjust and customise services.  
 
After launching a service, Company C evaluates the performance of the service with 
customer analytics, profile system and customer data analysis. Additionally, by observing 
social media, online forums and websites, company aims to gather feedback about its 
service. 
 
In Company A, there is no clear differentiation between customer integration methods for 
incremental service innovations and radical service innovations. Yet, little variations in 
application occur. For instance, both in focus groups and surveys, Company A prefers to 
ask direct questions about existing services, if the purpose is to make a incremental 
change or update in a service. However, if Company A aims to discover an idea by 
identifying a latent need, general indirect questions are preferred and answers are 
interpreted by the company in order to find a radical idea. In addition, as many 
telecommunication companies have, Company A receives significant data from its 
customers (Schaarschmidt and Kilian, 2013). Analysing this data with methods like 
customer analytics, profile system, data analysis help the company to identify insights 
and problems of customers.  
 
Furthermore, in scenario analysis, while Company A hands over a basic version of 
services and conducts a more detailed test in-house for radical innovations; for 
incremental innovations, almost final version of services can be given to costumers. This 
differentiation may be result from newness of the services for the customers and 
company. Managers might be thinking by giving simple version to its customers, they can 
understand the services easier and provide more helpful feedback. Moreover, since 
radical innovations are mostly associated with new technologies (Kasmirea, Korhonen 
and Nikolic, 2012), companies may experience more technical issues when they are 
developing a radical service innovation. Therefore, the company may be trying to 
minimise these issues by giving a simple version.    
 
In Company A, customer integration mostly done with traditional market research 
methods in the idea generation stage. In addition to the traditional methods, the 
company uses more sophisticated methods such as scenario analysis, customer analysis, 
data analysis and profile system. Additionally, the company benefits from the internet 
DQG DLPV WR DFFHVV FXVWRPHUV¶ RSLQLRQV E\ REVHUYLQJ VRFLDO PHGLD RQOLQH Iorums and 
relevant websites. These online methods might be helpful in identifying customer needs 
DQGEHQHILWFXVWRPHUV¶FRPSHWHQFHZLWKRXWWKHLUDZDUHQHVV8UEDQDQG+DXVHU
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speeding up collaboration and making customer communication easier (Schirr, 2008). 
The company uses online methods both in early and later stages in the process, thus its 
contribution to the process appear to be high (Ozer, 2004). However, in Company A, 
customers are mainly seen as a source of incremental innovations and company include 
its customers to the process in limited ways. For developing radical innovations, the 
FRPSDQ\ WUXVW LWV LQWHUQDO SHUVRQQHO¶V DELOLW\ WR LQWHUSUHW FXVWRPHU LQVLJKWV DQG WXUQ
these insights into unique and new ideas.    
 
 
5.2. Company B 
 
Description of the Company 
 
Company B started its operations in 2006. However, the company was formed as a result 
of acquisition of an older company, which had been in operation from 1994 to 2006 
(Boynudelik, 2011). The company benefits from the local experience of the previous 
company and the global experience of the new partners in the ownership. The company 
has been competing with other companies in order to gain higher market share. With this 
purpose, as InterviewHH  VWDWHV ³:H DLP WR GLIIHUHQWLDWH RXU FRPSDQ\ IURP RWKHU
RSHUDWRU E\ SUHVHQWLQJ QHZ VHUYLFH LGHDV WR WKH PDUNHW´ WKH FRPSDQ\ IRFXVHV RQ
innovation.   
 
Definition of Innovation 
 
In company B, innovation is associated with differentiation and uniqueness. Interviewee 
2 describes the term innovation as ³>@ LQQRYDWLRQ FDQ EH D VHUYLFH WKDW LV firstly 
introduced by our company to the Turkish market or also it can be an improvement in 
our existing services´ 0RUHRYHU ,QWHUYLHZHH  VWDWHG ³any improvement in our core 
services, voice, message and data, can be a innovation.´    
 
Differentiation of Radical and Incremental Innovations 
 
Differentiation of radical and incremental innovation was specified with clear definition for 
each innovation type.  
 
³Radical innovation is about identifying a latent need and expectation of the customers 
and giving them a unique service or product, which have not given from other 
companies´ (Interviewee 2)   
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³>«@ making a service better, more efficient; making improvements in an existing 
VHUYLFH«7KHVHUHSUHVHQWLQFUHPHQWDOLQQRYDWLRQV´Interviewee 2) 
 
Both Interviewee 2 and Interviewee 3 gave their new subscription option as an example 
for radical service innovation. This service gives a new option for being a subscriber and 
it is combination of prepaid and post-SDLGRSWLRQV³Introducing this new option required 
major changes in our systems, customer and commercial flows´,QWHUYLHZHH 
 
On the other had, a chat service introduced by Company B was given as an incremental 
seUYLFHLQQRYDWLRQ³This service was not new to the market, there were other companies 
with similar services, we introduced a similar service and made small improvements on 
it.´ (Interviewee 2) 
 
Service Innovation Development Process 
 
The main service innovation development process is consisted of 4 gates. In the first 
gate, called Gate 0, the ideas that are gathered from various internal or external sources 
VXFK DV FRPSDQ\¶V SHUVRQQHO GLrectors, customers and partners. Afterwards, directors 
evaluate these ideas based on possible benefits, costs and requirements of the new 
service. This evaluation only represents a basic estimation rather than actual 
calculations.  
 
If the service idea is approved by the directors, idea is turned into a concept which 
includes details such as what will the service provide, how it will provide it, which needs 
of customers are satisfied by the service, how the service will be presented and sold to 
customers and how customers will use the service. Some concepts may also be 
presented to some customer to get feedback.  In the second gate, Gate 1, the concept is 
discussed and evaluated by high level managers and directors based on more accurate 
estimations about cost, benefit, resources, next steps of the service concept. Once the 
concept gets approval, responsible personnel prepare exact details of the service. The 
every detail that was estimation so far is calculated as exact numbers. Moreover, 
technical and commercial feasibility documents gets prepared.  
 
In the Gate 2, these documents and feasibility reports are analysed by directors. If they 
approve, the development of the service starts. In the next gate, when the developments 
finishes or almost finish, the company conducts some tests. These tests are User 
Acceptance Test (UAT) and Friendly user test (FUT). UAT is mandatory test, which is 
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required for all services. Aim of UAT is to see whether the service is functional and fulfil 
its details, which were determined in concept creation and to make required changes. 
Conducting this test is duty of the product manager. Product manager compares the 
service with its concept details. In UAT, services are tested internally with the company 
personnel. After UAT, product managers test services with customers in order to identify 
problems and the parts that need improvement, add new features or change visually. 
Moreover, it can also be done to improve communication plan. This test is called FUT. 
FUT is not mandatory like UAT; product manager has the initiative of doing or not doing 
this test. Not all customers can be included in FUT; these customers need to be friendly 
users, who are reliable and enthusiastic to use the relevant service and contribute to the 
test. Meanwhile, marketing communication department makes necessary preparation to 
communicate the service after launching. After services pass the tests successfully and 
get approval, the service will be ready to launch. 
 
After the service is launched, the life cycle of the service starts. Company B uses Product 
Life Cycle Management (PLM) process to manage its launched services. In this process, 
all existing services are analysed in terms of their performance, functionality and checked 
whether they are in interest of customers.  
 
Company B use some methods in PLM to analyse the service. Most common methods are 
focus groups, 1-to-1 interviews and surveys. ³,Q IRFXV JURXSV ZH DVN TXHVWLRQV OLNH
µZKDW GR \RX WKLQN DERXW WKLV IHDWXUH RI WKH VHUYLFH DUH \RX VWill satisfied with this 
VHUYLFH¶ ´ ,QWHUYLHZHH  In addition, usage data and net promoter scores (NPS) of 
services are measured periodically.  
 
Differentiation of the Development Process 
 
In addition to the main development process of Company B, there is another process, 
called AGILE, as an alternative for developing services. This process is for the services, 
which are not associated DVFRPSDQ\¶V core services such as voice, message and data. 
However, non-core services can be also included to the main process. The decision about 
whether to include the idea to AGILE is made by product managers after the Gate 2 
based on cost and time of the project.   
 
The purpose of this process is to launch the service as soon as possible by getting help of 
partner companies. In AGILE, company spends its internal resources at minimum levels. 
Development of the service is carried out iteratively with delivery team with the lead of 
product manager. Company aims to develop a service that is completed or nearly 
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completed and test the service in some test with internal and external users to get 
feedback. There are two tests in this stage, Alpha and Beta. Alpha test is done with 
technical team to check the functionality of services. However, Beta test is done with a 
number of external users within a short period of time. After 1-2 months usage, users 
give feedback to the company and company uses these feedbacks to make changes in 
the services.    
 
Customer Integration into the Process 
 
Company B uses various methods to integrate customers into its development process. 
At the very beginning of the process, methods such as surveys, focus groups and 1-to-1 
interviews are used WRFUHDWHDµEDFNJURXQG¶$OOWKHJDWKHUHGLQVLJKWVQHHGVSUREOHPV
trends and etc. from customers form this background. When an idea is found as a result 
of the background, the idea is asked to some personnel within the company to obtain an 
RSLQLRQ DERXW WKH LGHD ³2XU SHUVRQQHO LV DOVR RXU FXVWRPHUV WKDW¶V ZK\ ZH FDQ WHVW
LGHDV LQLWLDOO\ LQVLGHRXUFRPSDQ\ WRJHW IHHGEDFNEXW WKHVH IHHGEDFNVFDQEHELDVHG´
(Interviewee 2). Some ideas also can be asked to the customers. 
 
Interview and focus groups are also used in creating and testing the service concept. 
Company tests its concepts with a random and defined population in focus groups and 1-
to-1 interviews<HWQRWDOOWKHVHUYLFHFRQFHSWVDUHWHVWHG³>«@there may some cases 
where there is no need to test the concept, since the necessary insights have already 
gathered at the beginning>«@,WLVXSWRWKHSURGXFWPDQDJHU´,QWHUYLHZHH2). 
 
After development, services are tested with internal users in UAT and with external users 
in FUT. In UAT, company uses its technical personnel as real users and examines the 
IXQFWLRQDOLW\ RI WKH VHUYLFHV ³:H LGHQWLILHG D QHHG LQ RXU µEDFNJURXQG UHVHDUFK¶ DQG
GHYHORSHG D VHUYLFH WR VDWLVI\ WKDW QHHG >«@ LQ 8$7 SURGXFW PDQDJHU FKHFNV LI WKH
service really satisfy that need with its features and functions´,QWHUYLHZHH On the 
other hand, FUT is a test, which, is done with reliable and enthusiastic external users. In 
FUT, company hands over the service to its friendly users and lets them use the service 
for a period of time in order to obtain feedback and make necessary changes.  
 
After a service is launched, the company observes life cycle of the service with 
quantitative and qualitative methods. In order to understand if the customers are 
satisfied with the current service, Company B conducts focus groups and 1-to-1 
interviews with its customers. Moreover, usage data and NPS of services are measured 
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periodically. Occasionally, company conducts surveys with its customers. However, 
usually product managers do not prefer it.    
 
In AGILE process, company uses Alpha and Beta test to integrate customers into the 
process. Once the development of the service finish or nearly finish, it is tested in Alpha 
test with technical team to examine functionality of the service. Moreover, it is tested in 
Beta test where the service is given to a number of external users in order to get 
feedback and make improvements. 
   
Differentiation of Customer Integration Methods 
 
In Company B, customer integration methods show some differences for radical and 
incremental service innovation. As mentioned above, Company B uses focus groups, 1-
to-1 interviews and surveys to create a background. However, these methods are mostly 
useful for the incremental service ideas. Interviewee 2 stated, ³It is important to listen 
our customers to be innovative. However, this happens mostly in incremental 
innovations. [...] if we asked about a new subscription option to our customers, they 
ZRXOG QRW FRPHXSZLWK DQ UDGLFDO LGHD >«@ the idea of new subscribing option came 
from our professionals E\ LGHQWLI\LQJ FXVWRPHUV¶ ODWHQW QHHGV ZLWK LQGLUHFW TXHVWLRQV´
Therefore, in focus groups, interviews and surveys, information about existing services of 
&RPSDQ\%RURWKHURSHUDWRUV¶FDQEHJDWKHUHGWR LQWURduce incremental service ideas. 
Afterwards, these ideas can be directly asked to customers with focus groups and 
interviews. However, for radical innovation ideas, integration methods help company to 
identify customer needs. It is company personnelµV job to find a radical idea for those 
needs. Company B prefers to ask radical ideas to its own personnel rather than asking to 
its customers.   
 
The costumer integration in concept testing is usually occurs for the radical ideas. Since 
incremental service ideas are already gathered as a result of direct asking to customers 
in background creation, Company B sometimes skip this testing for incremental service 
ideas. Saving time and money is another reason for skipping this step. Yet, for the 
radical service innovatLRQ FRQFHSW WHVWLQJ LVYHU\ LPSRUWDQW LQRUGHU WRJHW FXVWRPHUV¶
opinions and make early changes in the concept if it is necessary. Concept testing can be 
done with focus groups and interviews. 
 
After development, Company B conducts UAT for all the services regardless from their 
uniqueness or newness. However, FUT is mostly conducted for the radical service 
innovations. In FUT, if a service innovation is a radical one, a basic version of the service 
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is given to customers. Yet, if it is incremental service innovation, almost final version of 
the service can be handed over to customers. Also, incremental service innovations can 
be directly launched without testing in concept testing and FUT. Both in FUT and UAT, the 
company apply these tests more in detail for radical service innovations. 
 
When a service is launched, company conducts focus groups, interviews and occasionally 
surveys to evaluate the performance of the service. Surveys are mostly preferred for the 
incremental services. Yet, radical service innovations are test with focus groups and 
interviews in order to get detailed feedback. Moreover, usage data and NPS of services 
are measured periodically.  
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Checklist Matrix 
 
Table 4 - Checklist Matrix for Company B 
Definition of Innovation ³>@LQQRYDWLRQFDQEHDVHUYLFHWKDWLVILUVWO\
introduced by our company to the market or also it 
can be an improvement in our existing services 
(Interviewee 2)  
 
³any improvement in our core services, voice, 
message and data, can be a innovation.´,QWHUYLHZHH
3) 
Differentiation of Incremental and 
Radical Service Innovation 
Uniqueness services to the company and market 
Service Innovation Development 
Process 
Gate 0 (Idea Gate) 
Ð 
Gate 1 (Concept Gate) 
Ð 
           Gate 2 (Business Case) Î  AGILE  
Ð 
Development 
Ð 
Gate 3 (UAT and FUT) 
Ð 
Launch  
Ð 
Post-Launch (PLM) 
  
  
  
  
  
Customer Integration Methods Incremental Radical Stage 
Focus Group Direct questions, 
directly ask ideas  
Indirect 
questions, ask 
to company 
personnel 
Before Gate 0, 
Gate 0, Concept 
testing, Post-
Launch  
Interview Direct questions, 
directly ask ideas 
 Indirect 
questions, ask 
to company 
personnel 
Before Gate 0, 
Gate 0, Concept 
testing, Post-
Launch 
Survey Direct questions, 
directly ask ideas 
Indirect 
questions 
Before Gate 0, 
Post-Launch 
UAT Less detailed Detailed Before Launch 
FUT Almost final 
version of the 
service, less 
detailed 
Basic version, 
detailed 
Before Launch 
Alpha Testing   AGILE 
Beta Testing   AGILE 
Usage Data, NPS   Post-Launch 
Source: Author 
 
 
Analysis and Interpretation of Findings  
 
$VLWLVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKQHZQHVVDQGXQLTXHQHVVLQWKHOLWHUDWXUHµ,QQRYDWLRQ¶WHUPDOVR
represents same things for Company B. Moreover, the company differs radical and 
incremental service innovation based on the newness to the company or market. In 
Company B, while any service idea, which is firstly introduced to the market by the 
company named as radical, an improvement in existing service or a service that has a 
similar alternative in the market can be named as incremental innovation. 
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Similar to Company A, the service innovation development process has common 
characteristics with the processes mentioned in the literature (Bowers, 1989; Scheuing 
and Johnson, 1989). The main development process of Company B consists of 4 gates, 
which are Gate 0 (idea gate), Gate 1 (concept gate), Gate 2 (business case gate) and 
Gate 3 (UAT and FUT gate). These gates show some similarities with the gates in Stage-
Gate System (Cooper, 2001), and serve as go/kill decision points. Company B applies 
required activities on services between each gate and evaluate them in the gates. The 
company includes ideas that are found as a result of background creation to the process, 
analyses them in each gate and launches the successful ones. 
 
In Company B, customer integration methods are mostly applied LQ ³EDFNJURXQG
FUHDWLRQ´, yet contribution of customers remains limited. Background creation refers to 
general market research, and it is done continuously with the participation of many 
teams. For this research, Company B uses traditional market research techniques such as 
focus groups, interviews and surveys in order to discover customer needs and trends. 
Additionally, the company periodically measures usage data and NPS to evaluate 
performances of its existing services. +RZHYHU WKHVH PHWKRGV¶ FRQWULEXWLRQ WR WKH
company is mostly limited with incremental service innovation. The methods are useful in 
LGHQWLI\LQJQHHGVRIFXVWRPHU\HWLWLVSURIHVVLRQDOV¶MREVWRWXUQWKHVHQHHGVLQWRUDGLFDO
LGHDV7KLVFDQEHEHVWH[SODLQHGZLWKWKHIROORZLQJTXRWHIURP,QWHUYLHZHH³Listening 
our customers is crucial, yet it mostly occurs in incremental innovations´ ³if we asked 
about a new subscription option to our customers, they would not come up with an 
UDGLFDO LGHD >«@ WKH LGHD RI QHZ VXEVFULELQJ RSWLRQ FDPH IURP RXU SURIHVVLRQDOV E\
LGHQWLI\LQJFXVWRPHUV¶ODWHQWQHHGVZLWKLQGLUHFWTXHVWLRQV´ 
 
In background creation, focus groups, interviews and surveys are used for both 
developing incremental and radical service ideas. There is no specific method just for 
radical or incremental ideas. Yet, based on the purposes applications may vary. For 
instance, Company B prefers to ask direct questions to its customers for improving 
existing services. However, the company asks general questions to identify latent needs 
when purpose is to find a radical idea.     
 
Created ideas as a result of background research are tested with customers or company 
personnel. While incremental service innovation ideas can be asked to customers, radical 
innovations are asked to the personnel. According to Ulwick (2002) imagining and giving 
feedback about something customers have not experienced can be hard for them. Not 
asking feedback from its customers about radical service ideas seems can be explained 
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ZLWK 8OZLFN ¶V YLHZ ,W DSSHDUV WKDW &RPSDQ\ % XVHV LW SHUVRQQHO DV VRXUFH RI
feedEDFNOLNHLWVFXVWRPHUV,WFDQEHDOVRVHHQLQIROORZLQJTXRWHE\,QWHUYLHZHH³Our 
SHUVRQQHOLVDOVRRXUFXVWRPHUV>«@ZHFDQHDVLO\DVNWKHLURSLQLRQDQGJHWIHHGEDFN\HW
these feedback are likely to be subjective´ 
 
Company B benefits from its cusWRPHUV¶IHHGEDFNLQWKHFRQFHSWJDWH,QWKLVJDWHWKH
company conducts focus groups and interviews with its customers to get feedback for the 
service concepts, especially for the radical ones. However, asking customers may be 
seen as time and money wasting in this gate, since in previous steps it has already done. 
Conducting or not conducting a concept test is the decision of product managers.    
 
After development and right before launch, Company B tests its services in UAT and FUT. 
Compared to traditional techniques these tests are more complex and sophisticated. UAT 
is mandatory for both radical and incremental services and it aims to examine the 
functionalLW\RIWKHVHUYLFHVZLWKFRPSDQ\¶V technical personnel. On the other hand, FUT 
is done with selected customers and it is optional. In FUT, the company hands over the 
service to customers and let them use the service for a period of time in order to obtain 
feedback. The differentiation of these two methods for radical and incremental service 
innovations shows similarities. Company B conducts both tests more in detail for radical 
innovations. Due to the new technologies used in radical innovations, they might need a 
more careful review. Moreover, radical service innovations are given as basic versions, 
while incremental ones are handed over as final-like versions. Incremental service 
innovations are developed with updating existing services and using existing 
technologies. Therefore, the company might be expecting feedbacks that need minor 
changes. However, since these feedbacks may need extensive changes in radical 
innovations, giving a basic version is preferred.  
     
Company B mostly prefers traditional market research methods for customer integration. 
Even though understanding customers is seen a necessity in Company B, the fact that 
customers can be more innovative compared to professionals (Matthing, Sanden and 
(GYDUGVVRQLVXQGHUYDOXHG7KLVFDQEHVHHQLQWKHIROORZLQJTXRWHVDVZHOO³If 
you ask your customers about a radical innovation idea, they can not give a feedback´
,QWHUYLHZHH  DQG ³Customers are more likely to provide less innovative ideas´
(Interviewee 2). Company is trusting in its professionals¶DELOLWLHV to identify a latent need 
with market research and find out an idea. However, most traditional methods are more 
useful in understanding of the usage of current services and they tend to result in minor 
improvements rather than innovative thinking (Harari, 1994; Slater, 2001; Dahlsten, 
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2003). Therefore, alternative methods of customer integration can be applied and 
properly managed to increase contribution of the customers to radically innovative ideas.   
 
 
5.3. Company C 
  
Description of the Company 
 
Company C is the oldest company among its competitors. The company started its 
operations in 1994 and have been in the sector since then. Company C had benefited 
from being first mover in the sector and has been dominating the sector. However, 
increasing competition in the sector forced the company to be innovative to protect its 
dominance in the sector (Boynudelik, 2011). 
 
Definition of Innovation 
 
³Innovation is any unique idea which differentiate us from our competitors. Innovation is 
D YHU\ LPSRUWDQW WHUP LQ RXU FRPSDQ\¶V FXOWXUH >«@ ZH NQRZ WKDW ZH FDQ DFKLHYH D
sustainable growtK RQO\ ZLWK LQQRYDWLRQ >«@ E\ JLYLQJ RXU FXVWRPHUV D XQLTXH
experience´,QWHUYLHZHH 
 
³$QLQQRYDWLYHLGHDPD\FRPHIURPRXUFXVWRPHUVSDUWQHUVRUSHUVRQQHO«´,QWHUYLHZHH
4) 
 
As Interviewee 4 and 7 stated, innovation can be any idea that differentiate Company C 
from other companies by giving their customers unique services and making their 
experience with the company different.  
 
Differentiation of Radical and Incremental Innovations 
 
The differentiation of radical and incremental innovations is obtained with two service 
innovations.  
 
A service offering which allows users to set a status such as busy, in the meeting, 
working etc., by using their phone and make the people who called them hear this status 
is taken as an example for incremental service. This service will be named as Status in 
the study. Status is an extension of another service, which also allows users to make 
his/her callers to listen a determined music when someone is called him/her.  
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³6WDWXV VHUYLFHZDVGHULYHG IURPDQRWKHU VHUYLFHEHFDXVH WKH OLIH F\FOHRI WKDW VHUYLFH
was in declining stage [...] status is using same technology with the old one, but there 
DUHPLQRULPSURYHPHQWV´(Interviewee 6) 
 
As an example of radical service innovation interviewees give a television service. This 
service allows customers to watch television, rent or buy movies by using their mobile 
SKRQHV DQG DOVR FRPSXWHUV ³Television service is one of our key innovations´
(Interviewee 7). This service is a high budgeted service and introduced firstly by the 
company to the market.      
 
Service Innovation Development Process 
 
The service innovation development process is initially starts with idea generation. 
Company C collects all the ideas, which may come from partners, internal departments 
and customers. In order not to miss a single idea from partners, the company created an 
online partner platform where all its partners can participate in the idea generation. 
Moreover, periodic meeting are arranged to develop innovative ideas. Many departments, 
teams and high-level directors attend these meeting to discuss new trends, technologies, 
FRPSDQ\¶VQHHGVDQGSULRULWLHVAll the gathered ideas from various sources are collected, 
grouped and analysed by division heads based on possible benefits of the service ideas. 
If it becomes definite that a service idea can satisfy a current or latent needs of 
customers, division heads approve the idea and it is turned into a concept. Concepts 
contain basic information about services such as its benefits, basic features, target 
segments.   
 
In the next gate, concepts are evaluated in terms of benefits and costs to the company. 
Cost is calculated as estimation. In addition, concept testing is done with customers. 
Once the concept gets approval, business case, which consists of required personnel, 
budget, and infrastructure, is discussed and decided. Furthermore, pricing team conducts 
a detailed feasibility. When directors and division heads approve the feasibility of an 
concept, development starts. Before development, the company may decide to develop 
the service in in-house or by a third party. If it is concluded that developing the service 
with a third party will be more logical in terms of time and money, company selects a 
suitable partner. Otherwise, development is done inside of the company. Additionally, 
prior to development, marketing communication team make necessary arrangements for 
the communication plan, which will be conducted after the launch.  
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After development, the company conducts a user experience test. The purpose of this 
test is to determine whether customers can use the service easily. Moreover, 
functionality and visual features of the service are also analysed by customer experience 
management team.  In user experience test, company shows prototype or visual 
presentation of the service to its customers. This test is done for almost every service.  
 
In addition to user experience tests, Company C tries to get feedback from its customers 
by handing over a prototype or basic version of the service. This method is called pilot 
test. Aim of this method is to get feedback from customers by making them use the 
service for 1-2 weeks. 15-20 customers are selected carefully as representatives of their 
segments. These customers keep a diary which includes DQVZHUVIRU µ,QZKLFKFDVHWKH
customers used the service, how they used it, did they had a problem during usage and 
HWF¶ Afterwards, customers keep a diary of the 1-2 weeks after they stop to use that 
VHUYLFH7KLVWLPHFRPSDQ\DLPVWRGLVFRYHUZKDWKDYHFKDQJHGLQLWVFXVWRPHUV¶OLYHV
when the service is taken out from their lives. Finally, company conducts 1-to-1 
interviews with these customers to get feedback. 
 
At the end of the service innovation development process, company concludes that 
whether the service is ready to launch or needs changes and it is needed to go back in 
the development process. At the same time with the launch, marketing team starts the 
communication of the service. 
 
Differentiation of the Development Process 
 
The service innovation development process that is given above is the main process of 
the Company C and the company applies this process for all the services. However, 
based on the features and characteristics of the service, the process may show some 
varieties. For instance, in the business case gate, to approval need to be given by higher 
level of directors for the radical innovation ideas, which requires higher budgets and have 
more importance for the company. Moreover, the radical services, which require a new 
technological infrastructure and investment, a team that responsible from technological 
developments get involve into the process.  
 
The other differentiation occurs after the launch. The marketing communication team 
communicate the incremental service innovations for all market right after the launch. 
However, the team communicates radical service innovations for a limited population in 
order to get feedback and then make full communication for all market.   
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Customer Integration into the Process 
  
Company C integrates its customers into its service innovation development process in 
most of the stages with various methods. The company uses 3 main techniques, which 
are quantitative, qualitative, and neuroscience.  
 
In order to gather numerical data about customer insights and latent needs, Company C 
conducts surveys with large sample of customers. These surveys mostly contains agree 
or disagree questions. Surveys are typically conducted in two steps. Firstly, the company 
conducts a survey at the beginning of the process prior to idea generation with the aim of 
having a statistical evidence of a need. Same survey conducts after launch of a service. 
Afterwards, the company compares statistical values in order to conclude whether the 
launched service satisfied the need or not.  
 
In addition, 1-to-1 interviews, focus groups and ethnography methods are used as 
qualitative techniques. Interviews are used prior to idea stage to discover the latent 
needs. Interviews are conducted as in-depth 1-hour interviews in conversational manner. 
These interviews may be done without a purpose just to discover a general need by 
asking indirect questions, or they may aim to discover a specific need by asking direct 
questions. In Company C, the most preferred method is focus group. Focus groups are 
mostly done with 5-6 customers and a moderator.  
 
In concept testing, the company shows 4 conFHSWV DQG DVN FXVWRPHUV¶ RSLQLRQV DERXW
each concept and make required changes on concepts based on the feedbacks. This 
method is also applied in idea gate in order to understand whether customers have the 
willingness to accept the service idea or not and if they are not what should be done. 
Furthermore, concept testing can be applied before development to make final changes 
on the service concept. The other qualitative method is ethnography. Company C aims to 
discover problems and needs that customer faces in their daily lives by observing them in 
their natural environment. Ethnography is used prior to idea stage.  
 
The other, however, least used method is neuroscience. This method is a newer method 
compared to others and firstly done in the last year. The company aims to identify 
unconscious needs of customers by showing picture or prototype of a service and 
observing their unconscious reactions like heartbeat or emotions. Neuroscience is used in 
concept testing and before launch. Also, it is used in developing communication plan of a 
service. 
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Before launch, Company C conducts user experience tests for almost every service. The 
purpose of this test is to examine usability, easiness and visual features of a service by 
showing prototype or visual presentation of the service to its customers. Moreover, the 
company test its services prior to the launch stage with pilot test method. In this 
method, company aims to gather feedback from its 15-20 customers by handing over 
prototype or basic version of a service for 1-2 weeks. During this time, customers have 
responsibility for keeping a diary about their experience with the service. At the end of 
the test, Company C conducts 1-to-1 interviews and focus groups with these customers 
to learn about their usage experiences. Unlike user experience test, this test is not done 
for all the services.  
 
7KH RWKHU PHWKRG LV XVHG E\ &RPSDQ\ & LV FDOOHG µOLYLQJ URRP¶ ,Q WKLV PHWKRG WKH
company treats its personnel as customers and tests its services internally by conducting 
focus groups and interviews to gather feedback about services and make changes. Living 
room is mostly used in concept testing and before launch.  
 
Differentiation of Customer Integration Methods 
 
The customer integration methods vary for incremental and radical service innovations. 
In 1-to-1 interviews, while direct questions about existing services are preferred for 
generating incremental service ideas; for finding a radical service idea, the company uses 
indirect questions to identify general latent needs.  
 
$V ,QWHUYLHZHH VWDWHV ³Focus groups are required in concept testing stage of radical 
service innovations in order to see whether they accept the new service concept or not´
focus groups plays important role in testing radical service innovations in Company C. 
)RFXV JURXSV PD\ DOVR EH XVHG WR JHW FXVWRPHUV¶ RSLQLRQ DERXW VHUYLFH LGHDV EHIRUH
concept gate. Neuroscience method is preferred mainly for the radical service 
innovations. As these services are new for the company and customers, this method is 
required to observe unconscious reaction of customers to develop service and its 
communication plan. Neuroscience can also be used in testing incremental service 
innovation and developing their communication plan.   
 
User experience tests also shows some differences for radical and incremental 
innovations. Company C applies this test for almost every service. However, while the 
company hands over a visual presentation or a basic version of radical service 
innovations to customers, to test incremental innovations the company usually give 
prototype or final version of services to its customers. Additionally, user experience test 
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for the radical innovations is conducted more detailed and customers are selected more 
carefully. 
  
Furthermore, Company C uses pilot test mostly for the radical service innovations. The 
company aims to identify possible problems of the service and barriers for the customerV¶ 
acceptance and make required changes. Company C uses living room method mainly for 
radical service innovations and in some cases where there is a limited time and budget to 
test incremental or radical service innovations with the customers.  
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Checklist Matrix 
 
  Table 5 - Checklist Matrix for Company C 
Definition of Innovation ³Innovation is any unique idea that differentiate us from our 
FRPSHWLWRUV>«@ 
giving our customers a unique experience´,QWHUYLHZHH 
Differentiation of Incremental 
and Radical Service 
Innovation 
Newness to the market, newness of the technology 
Service Innovation 
Development Process 
Idea Gate 
Ð 
Concept Gate 
Ð 
 Feasibility, Business Case Gate 
Ð 
Development 
Ð 
Usability Test, Pilot Test Gate 
Ð 
Launch 
  
  
  
  
  
Customer Integration Methods Incremental Radical Stage 
Survey   Prior to idea gate, after 
launch 
Interview Direct questions 
according to 
purpose 
Indirect, 
general 
questions 
Prior to idea gate, after 
launch 
Focus Groups Direct questions 
according to 
purpose 
Mostly for 
radical service 
innovations 
Idea gate, Concept 
Testing, Before 
development, after 
launch 
Ethnography   Prior to idea gate 
Neuroscience  Mostly for 
radical service 
innovations 
Concept testing and 
before launch 
User Experience Test Prototype or final 
version of 
services 
Visual 
presentation or 
basic version 
service, 
detailed, careful 
selection of 
customers  
Before launch 
Pilot Test  Mostly for the 
radical  
Before launch 
Living Room  Mostly for 
radical 
Concept testing and 
before launch 
Source: Author 
 
 
Analysis and Interpretation of Findings 
 
The definition of innovation is similar with Company B and with the most definition in the 
literature. For Company C, innovation can be any idea, which differentiates the company 
from others.  Once a service gives a unique benefit to customers and makes their 
experience with the company different, that service refers to an innovation. The 
differentiation of radical and incremental innovation is based newness of the innovation 
to the market and level of newness of used technology in services.  
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The service innovation development process consists of 4 gates, which are idea gate, 
concept gate, business case gate, usability and pilot tests gate. Between business case 
gate and usability and pilot tests development occurs. Each gate refers to decision points 
and is similar to the gate definition of Cooper (2001). Between each gate, company 
implement required activities. Moreover, the development process shows some 
similarities with the service development processes of Bowers (1989) and Scheuing and 
Johnson (1989) in terms of sequence and content of the process.   
 
Company C uses various customer integration methods during the process. Mostly, these 
methods are preferred prior to idea gate, in concept gate, in usability and pilot test gate 
and before launch. Prior to the idea gate, the company prefers interviews, focus groups, 
ethnography and surveys in order to identify customer needs and come up with 
solutions. Qualitative methods, interviews, focus groups and ethnography are more 
helpful in discovering insights and latent needs of customer. However, surveys are more 
useful for having a statistical evidence of a need. Statistical data also assist company to 
compare the customer data that are gathered after the launch.  
 
Prior to the idea gate, the company prefers same methods for the incremental and 
radical service innovations. However, during the application minor differences occur. For 
LQVWDQFH FRPSDQ\ DVNV GLUHFW TXHVWLRQV OLNH µZKDW GR \RX WKLQN DERXW [ VHUYLFH¶ WR
identify their problems and need about existing services in interviews and focus groups. 
These questions are more helpful to the company to find incremental service ideas. Yet, 
WR ILQG UDGLFDO LQQRYDWLRQV WR VDWLVI\ FXVWRPHUV¶ ODWHQW QHHGV FRPSDQ\SUHIHUV general 
indirect questions to identify customer needs. The interviews are seen as the main source 
of generating radical service ideas as it can be understood in the following quote by 
,QWHUYLHZHH  ³Interviews are more helpful to understand unconscious needs of 
customers and therefore to finding new radical ideas´ Moreover, with ethnography, 
Company C aims to discover problems and needs that customer faces in their daily lives 
by observing them in their natural environment. This method might be more helpful for 
radical ideas.  
 
The company usually asks its FXVWRPHUV¶ RSLQLRQV LQ IRFXV JURXSV ULJKW DIWHU DQ
incremental service idea is generated. The radical ones are not asked when they are in 
LGHD VWDJH 7KLV FDQ EH H[SODLQHGZLWK FXVWRPHUV¶ SUREOHPVZLWK Lmagining and giving 
feedback about something, which they have not experienced (Ulwick, 2002). Yet, once a 
UDGLFDOVHUYLFHLGHDWXUQHGLQWRDFRQFHSWWHVWLQJLWLVHVVHQWLDO³We use focus groups for 
every radical service innovation´ ,QWHUYLHZHH  $GGLWionally, neuroscience method is 
helpful in concept testing for both incremental and radical innovations. However, this 
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method is PRVWO\ SUHIHUUHG IRU UDGLFDO LQQRYDWLRQV WR REVHUYH FXVWRPHUV¶ XQFRQVFLRXs 
reactions to the services, which they face for the first time. Neuroscience method also 
assists company to prepare communication plan. The other method, living room, is used 
mainly for radical innovations and occasionally for the incremental innovations when time 
and budget is limited to test with customers. The company aware of the fact that 
feedback that is gathered from its own personnel can be misleading, hence this method 
is the least preferred method for testing concepts. Concept testing is usually done in 
concept gate, yet it can be also done after business case. 
 
Testing services in usability and pilot tests is very essential for the company, since this is 
the last step before the launch. Usability test is required for all service innovations to 
examine usability, easiness and visual features of services with customers. For radical 
service innovations, Company C hands over a visual presentation or a basic version of 
radical service innovations to its customers, and makes the test more in-detail. 
Moreover, customer selection is done more carefully. The possible risk of losing know-
how associated with customer integration (Enkel, Kausch and Gassman, 2005) might be 
reason for this attention. According to Kaluzny, Veney and Gentry (1972), managers 
perceive radical innovations as more risky projects. Therefore, testing radical innovations 
more detailed compared to incremental once is essential.  
 
The other method, pilot test is mostly used for radical service innovations. In pilot test, 
after letting 15-20 customers to use the basic versions or prototypes of radical service 
innovations, Company C conducts interviews and focus groups to gather customer 
IHHGEDFN 6LQFH UDGLFDO VHUYLFH LQQRYDWLRQV DUH QHZ WR WKH FRPSDQ\¶V FXVWRPHUV SLORW
testing has major importance to the company. 
 
Company C uses various customer integration methods in all the stages of the 
development process except development. In idea generation, methods are mostly for 
identifying needs and problems rather than getting direct ideas from customers. In 
finding a service idea, company relies on its multiple methods that are used prior to the 
idea gate and its SHUVRQQHO¶V FUHDWLYLW\ +RZHYHU RQFH DQ LQFUHPHQWDO VHUYLFH LGHD LV
generated, company share with its selected customers to adjust it. The radical ones are 
tested in the following stage, once their concept is created. Similar tests occur after 
development for final changes before launch. It appears that, customers are mostly used 
for making chances on the services idea or concepts and testing. Even though, the 
company uses sophisticated tests and methods, traditional market research methods are 
dominated. Therefore, contribution of customers to the radical service innovation remains 
limited. 
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6. Cross-Case Analysis and Discussion 
 
 
 
In this chapter, cross-case analysis and discussion will be provided. The chapter aims to 
represent the similarities and differences between companies in terms of their definition 
of innovation, differentiation of radical and incremental service innovations, service 
innovation development processes, customer integration methods and differentiation of 
these methods according to radical and incremental service innovations. During the 
cross-case comparison, a comparison will also made with the relevant literature. Lastly, 
final discussion, cross-case matrix and further researches will be given.  
 
6.1. Defining Innovation 
 
There are significant similarities in how 3 companies are defining innovation. The main 
keywords associated with innovation are newness and uniqueness. These keywords also 
appear in many auWKRUV¶GHILQLWLRQVLQWKHOLWHUDWXUHVXFKDV7KRPSVRQ=DOWPDQ
Duncan and Holbeck (1973), West and Anderson (1996) and etc. Moreover, changing and 
differentiation terms, which are introduced in the literature (Damapour, 1996), also 
represent innovation for the companies. 
 
All 3 companies define innovation as introducing a new service to its current and future 
customers. Any service that is new to the company and/or to the market can be included 
in compDQLHV¶ LQQRYDWLRQ GHILQLWLRQ ,Q DGGLWLRQ WR WKH newness and uniqueness, any 
significant improvements in the existing services are also seen as an innovation. This 
shows similarities with the definition of Business Council of Australia (1993) where 
something new or significantly improved are defined as innovation.         
  
All services create experiences (Carbone and Haeckel, 1994) and these experiences need 
to be managed effectively during the process (Bitner, Ostrom and Morgan, 2007). In 3 
companies, service innovations are seen as a source of unique customer experience and 
differentiation. 
 
Gathered definitions from interviewees and identified keywords during the interviews 
shows that 3 companies have similar definition of innovation. Their definitions are also in 
the same line with the literature. 
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6.2. Differentiation of Radical and Incremental Innovations 
 
As 3 companies have similar definitions for innovation, there are some similarities in how 
they differentiate radical and incremental innovations. Each company has their own 
criterion for separating radical innovations from incremental innovations. Yet, these 
criterions are mostly based on same factors. 
 
In the innovation literature, radical innovations are mainly associated with newness 
(Drucker, 1993) and totally new or significantly new (Kasmirea, Karhonen and Nikolica, 
2012). Moreover, usage of new knowledge and technology is also shown as features of 
radical innovations (Dewar and Dutton, 1986; Kasmirea, Karhonen and Nikolica, 2012). 
Similar to the literature, all 3 companies define radical innovations as unique and 
significantly new innovations to the market. Moreover, Company A adds the population 
size that innovations affect and the level of this effect, and Company C adds newness of 
technology criterion to their radical innovations definitions. 
 
On the other hand, incremental innovation means small changes (Drucker, 1993), 
adjustments or improvements (Pelz and Munson, 1979) in existing products or services 
by using existing technologies (Kasmirea, Karhonen and Nikolica, 2012). In same line 
with the literature, the companies define incremental innovations as improving existing 
services. These innovations are introduced with existing knowledge and technologies.   
 
6.3. Service Innovation Development Process 
 
There are many service innovation development processes in the literature (Bower, 
1989, Scheuing and Johnson, 1989, Alam, 2002; Cooper, 2008). It appears that 3 
FRPSDQLHV¶VHUYLFHLQQRYDWLRQGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVHVVKRZFRQVLGHUDEOHVLPLODULWLHVZLWK
the literature. Each company has a specific service innovation development process, 
which consists of several steps. Even though some steps of processes show some 
differences in terms of name and content, development process of the companies 
proceeds in same way. 
 
Each process starts with the idea generation. Ideas are collected from various resources 
such as company personnel, partners, customers etc. Companies evaluate gathered ideas 
and create a concept for the ones that get approval. Companies examine concepts and 
once the approval is given, a more detailed investigation starts. This investigation is 
same in all 3 companies. Companies prepare feasibility reports business cases and exact 
estimations about the services. In this step, one difference occurs between the 
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companies. While interviewees from Company B and C mentioned concept and business 
case steps as separate steps, Interviewee 1 from Company A combines these two steps 
and mentioned as an one step. Still, their contents are same. After concept approval and 
business case, development starts. The other difference occurs after development. Each 
company has their own testing methods for their services. Company A uses scenario 
analysis to test its services prior to the final launch. Company B uses UAT and FUT and 
Company C uses usability and pilot tests. Later on, at the end of the each process, 
companies launch their services. 
 
The development process of Company A consists of 4 main stages. These stages are 
simLODU WR WKH VWDJH GHILQLWLRQ RI&RRSHU ZKHUH VWDJHV DUH GHVFULEHG DV ³set of 
required or recommended best-practice activities needed to progress the project to the 
next gate or decision point´&RRSHUS214). However, Interviewee 1 combined 
stages and gates while he or she was describing the process. It appears that Company A 
also includes gates, decision points, into the stages. On the other hand, service 
innovation development processes of Company B and Company C have very similar 
characteristics.  Both processes proceed in exact same way and consist of 4 gates. These 
stages are same with the gate definition of Cooper (2008). Each gate serves as a go/kill 
decision points and between these gates, activities take place.  
 
Even though, some steps named different or missing, aOO  FRPSDQLHV¶ VHUYLFH
development processes have same sequence and logic with the Bowers (1989) and 
6FKHXLQJDQG-RKQVRQ¶VGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVHV   
  
6.4. Customer Integration and Methods 
 
Customers are playing impoUWDQWSDUWLQWKHFRPSDQLHV¶VHUYLFHLQQRYDWLRQGHYHORSPHQW
processes. Each company uses various methods to integrate their customers into the 
process to introduce successful and market-driven services. Even though all 3 companies 
prefer similar customer integration methods, there are some different methods as well. 
In addition, the locations of customer integration methods in the process show both 
some similarities and differences. 
 
At the beginning of the process, traditional market research techniques such as focus 
groups, interviews and surveys appear as main methods to identify customer needs and 
insights in all 3 companies. In addition to traditional techniques, Company A uses social 
media, online forums and websites and Company C uses ethnography in order to find 
service ideas. Companies B and C initially test created ideas wither with their customers 
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or own personnel. Both company tests their incremental service ideas with their 
customers by conducting focus groups. Company B also conducts 1-to-1 interviews test 
its incremental ideas. However, idea testing is different for the radical service 
innovations. While Company B prefers to test radical ideas with its personnel, Company C 
does not test radical ideas at all. Similar to Company C, Company A also does not test 
radical service ideas in idea stage. Moreover, the company prefers not to test its 
incremental service ideas in the same stage.  
 
In concept testing step of the process, all 3 companies use their customers to get 
feedback and make required changes in service concepts. While Company B and C use 
interviews and focus groups in concept testing, Company A prefers to use interviews 
only. In concept testing, Company C also uses neuroscience, which is started to use 
recently. Neuroscience method aims to identify unconscious reactions of customers by 
observing their heartbeats and emotions. Company C also uses this method before 
launch to prepare communication plan. Concept testing is very essential for 3 companies, 
especially for the radical service innovations. Since radical ideas are not tested in idea 
VWDJHZLWKFXVWRPHUVWKLVVWHSLVWKHILUVWVWHSZKHUHFXVWRPHUV¶RSLQLRQVDUHDVNHGIRU
radical ideas. 
 
In all 3 companies, it appears that customers are not integrated in to development step 
of the process. However, their roles in service testing stage after development is crucial 
and each company conducts different tests. Company A uses a scenario analysis method 
where services are given to customers and a moderator asks basic questions about usage 
of the services. On the other hand, Company B conducts UAT and FUT prior the launch. 
7KHVHWHVWVVKRZVLPLODULWLHVZLWKWKH&RPSDQ\&¶VWHVWVXVHUH[SHULHQFHWHVWDQGSLORW
test, which also take place before the launch. UAT and user experiences test are both 
mandatory test for all services and they aim to examine the functionality and usability of 
services. However, while Company B uses its technical personnel in UAT, Company C 
uses its customers. Additionally, unlike UAT, aim of user experience test is not just to 
examine usability but also easiness and visual features of the services.  
 
FUT and pilot test are both conducted with the customers. FUT is a testing method, which 
is done with reliable and enthusiastic external users. Similarly, pilot test is done with 15-
20 customers. Both tests are not mandatory like UAT and user experience test, and done 
by handing over the services to the customer and letting them use the service for a 
period of time in order to obtain feedback and make necessary changes. In addition to 
the user experience and pilot tests, Company C also uses living room method before 
launch. This method is also used in concept testing. 
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In the AGILE process, which is alternative for the main development process of Company 
B, company uses alpha and beta tests. Similar to UAT and user experience test, alpha 
test is done with technical team to examine functionality of services. Furthermore, beta 
test is done with number of customers in order to get feedback and make improvements 
like FUT and pilot test.  
 
After launching theirs services, the companies use various methods to evaluate 
SHUIRUPDQFHV RI WKHLU VHUYLFHV DQG DVN WKHLU FXVWRPHUV¶ RSLQLRQV LQ RUGHU WR PDNH
XSGDWHV&RPSDQ\$DQG%DQDO\VHWKHGDWDDERXWWKHLUVHUYLFHV¶XVDJHDQGFXVWRPHUV
periodically. Company A also observes social media, online forums and websites to find 
FXVWRPHUV¶FRPPHQWVDERXWWKHLUVHUYLFHV$GGLWLRQDOO\&RPSDQ\%DQG&SUHIHUVWRDVN
WRLWVFXVWRPHUV¶RSLQLRQVZLWKVXUYH\VIRFXVJURXSVDQGLQWHUYLHZDIWHUWKHODXQch. 
 
According to Alam (2002), customers can be integrated in every step of the development 
process with various methods. However, it appears that customer integration in 3 
FRPSDQLHV¶GHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVHV mainly occurs in idea generation, concept testing and 
testing before launch. Even though the companies use sophisticated methods such as 
internet, alpha/beta testing, FUT, pilot test and etc., traditional research methods usage 
dominates the others. Costumer integration methods are mostly seen as a source of idea 
generation, concept and service testing. 
 
6.5. Differentiation of Customer Integration Methods 
 
At the very beginning of the process, the companies mostly use traditional methods such 
as focus groups, surveys and interviews. These methods are preferred both for 
generating incremental and radical ideas. However, based on purpose, application of 
these methods differentiates. For instance, companies prefers to ask direct questions 
about existing services, if the purpose is to make incremental changes or updates to the 
services. However, if the purpose is to discover an idea by identifying a latent need, 
JHQHUDOLQGLUHFWTXHVWLRQVDUHSUHIHUUHG,WLVFRPSDQLHV¶SHUVRQQHOMREVWRLQWHUSUHWWKH
gathered data. Same thing exists for the other methods such as social media, online 
forum and websites, customer analytics, profile system and data analysis and 
ethnography.  
 
In concept testing, Company C has specific methods for radical service innovation. The 
company applies neuroscience and living room methods mostly for radical innovations. 
Moreover, focus group is seen as a mandatory method for radical innovations to obtain 
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customers opinions and make the final changes before development. Other companies 
also prefer focus groups in concept testing for radical innovations. Incremental 
innovations are also tested with focus groups and interviews.  
 
,QWKHILQDOWHVWLQJSULRUWRWKHODXQFKWKHGLIIHUHQWLDWLRQRIFRPSDQLHV¶PHWKRGVVKRZV
similarities. All the companies conduct their tests for radical service innovations more in-
detail. Additionally, while the companies prefer to hand over more a basic version of 
these radical services to their customers or personnel in these tests, they give almost 
final version or detailed prototype of the service to test incremental service innovations. 
Moreover, the companies make more careful selection of customer for testing radical 
service innovations.   
 
All 3 companies use various methods to integrate their customers into their service 
innovation development process. Even though the companies use most of these methods 
both for incremental and radical service innovation, some differences occur during the 
application of methods.  
 
6.6. Discussion 
 
 
In this study, it is found that customers are mainly integrated in idea generation, concept 
testing stages and testing before launch. Companies use variety of methods to integrate 
customers into their development processes and these methods show little differences 
based on the type of the innovations. 
 
Mostly preferred methods are traditional marketing research techniques such as focus 
groups, interviews and surveys. These methods are used mainly in idea generation stage 
and/or after launch and they aim to understand needs and feedbacks of customers. 
According to Berghman, Matthyssens and Vandenbempt (2006), traditional methods limit 
the development of an innovation, since they are more likely to identify current and 
explicit customer needs. Moreover, it is a problem for customers to imagine and give 
feedback about something they have never used or experienced (von Hippel, 1986; 
Ulwick, 2002). Therefore, traditional methods tend to result with minor improvement on 
existing products or services rather than radical innovation ideas (Harari, 1994). Even 
though companies tries to apply these traditional methods in different ways such as 
asking indirect or general questions for fostering radical idea creation, these ideas are 
PRVWO\GHYHORSHGE\FRPSDQLHV¶SHUVRQQHO The companies integrate their customers into 
the process to gather feedback, insight and opinions from customers; yet, the 
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interpreting DQG FRQYHUWLQJ WKHVH QHHGV LQWR LGHDV DUH PRVWO\ GXW\ RI WKH FRPSDQLHV¶
personnel.  
 
In their research Matthing, Sanden and Edvardsson (2004) stated that customers are 
more innovative in generating ideas. Nevertheless, another research done by Mota 
(2012) indicates that customer generated ideas are less commercially viable. This 
statement may be explanation of why the companies rely on their personnel in 
developing innovative ideas rather than using alternative methods to collect directly from 
customer. 
 
In addition to idea generation, the companies are using their customers as source of 
feedback for their innovation ideas or concepts. While radical innovations are tested with 
customers in concept testing, incremental innovations can be tested in idea stage. This 
can be DOVRH[SODLQHGZLWKWKHFXVWRPHUV¶LQDELOLW\WRLPDJLQHSURGXFWVRUVHUYLFHVZKLFK
they have not experienced (von Hippel, 1986; Ulwick, 2002).   
 
More sophisticated methods like neuroscience, FUT, user experience and pilot test, alpha 
and beta testing are also used by the companies. These methods are mostly preferred for 
testing a service before the launch. The companies use these methods both for radical 
and incremental service innovations. Yet, some differences occur during the application. 
Companies conduct tests radical innovation more in-detail and carefully compared to 
incremental innovations. Additionally, customers, who involve in these tests, are selected 
more carefully. This might be explained with the risks associated with customer 
integration such as losing know-how (Enkel, Kausch and Gassman, 2005). Product 
managers prefer reliable and enthusiastic external users. However, these users show no 
VLPLODULWLHVZLWKYRQ+LSSHO¶VGHILQLWLRQRIOHDGXVHUV 
 
Testing every service is important for the companies. Nevertheless, conducting tests like 
FUT and user experience test are not mandatory for all services, conducting or not 
conducting these tests is in initiative of product managers. As managers perceive radical 
innovations as more risky projects (Kaluzny, Veney and Gentry, 1972), some innovations 
are tested with company personnel in several methods such as living room, UAT and 
DOSKDWHVW(YHQWKRXJKLWLVNQRZQWKDWSHUVRQQHO¶VIHHGEDFNLVOLNHO\WREHVXEMHFWLYH
these methods are preferred. 
 
Turkish telecommunication sector have experience major changes in the regulations, 
technologies and structure. All these changes created a highly competitive 
telecommunication sector (Boynudelik, 2011). Innovation is seen as a source of success 
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and a crucial element of surviving in fierce competition of the sector (Boynudelik, 2011). 
Likewise, it is seen as a source of sustainable growth and competitive advantage in the 
literature (Kay, 1993; Higgins, 1996; Patel, 1999; Francis and Bessant, 2005). 
Successful innovation depends on understanding customers. Since it is hard to achieve 
with traditional research and development activities Chesbrough, 2003), companies 
started to benefit from their customers by integrating them into their product or service 
innovation development processes in order to identify current and future needs of the 
customers (Atuahene-Gima, Slater and Olson, 2005; Ettlie and Rosenthal, 2011). 
  
In the literature, there are many customer integration methods such as empathic design 
(Leonard and Raport, 1997), lead user (Von Hippel, 1986), conversational approach 
(Lundkvist and Yakhlef, 2004), cudit experiment (Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson, 
2003; Kristensson, Gustafsson and Archer, 2004) and living labs (Schaffers et al., 2007), 
participatory design (Ellis and Kurniawan, 2000) and toolkit approach (Thomke and on 
Hippel, 2002) and etc. These methods can be used in different stages of development 
processes.  
 
In this study, findings have shown that customer integration is limited in idea generation, 
concept testing and testing before launch during the service innovation development 
process. Moreover, it appears that customer integration methods are mainly traditional 
market research methods, which are representing a closed approach compared to 
alternative methods (Schaarschmidt and Kilian, 2013). These methods undervalue the 
involvement of customers by limiting their contribution with incremental service ideas. 
5DGLFDO LQQRYDWLRQVDUHPRVWO\GHSHQGHQWRQ WKHDELOLW\RI WKHFRPSDQLHV¶SHUVRQQHO WR
interpret customer insights and find a radical idea. Furthermore, using mostly same 
methods with little varieties for both radical and incremental innovation also limits the 
FRQWULEXWLRQRIFXVWRPHUVWRWKHFRPSDQLHV¶SURFHVVHV 
 
$ODP  S  VWDWHG ³The more ideas a firm can generate, the greater the 
probability of pursuing a VXFFHVVIXO RQH´ 7KH FRPSDQLHV FRXOG XVH more different 
methods and integrate its customers in more stages to increase success of their service 
innovation processes. There are various sophisticated methods, which can increase the 
role and involvement of cXVWRPHUVLQWKHGHYHORSPHQWSURFHVV(YHQWKRXJKFXVWRPHUV¶
ideas are mostly harder to convert into commercial services (Magnusson, Matthing and 
Kristensson, 2003) and when the ideas are viable enough, they prone to be limited with 
incremental services (Harari, 1994), with right customer integration methods and with 
SURSHU PDQDJHPHQW FXVWRPHUV¶ FRQWULEXWLRQ IRU ERWK LQFUHPHQWDO UDGLFDO VHUYLFH
innovations can be increased. 
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6.7. Cross-Case Checklist Matrix 
 
 
 
Table 6 - Checklist Matrix for Cross-Case Analysis 
Company A B C 
Definition of 
Innovation 
³,QQRYDWLRQFDQEH
anything that change our 
current and future 
customers life even if it is 
DVPDOODPRXQW´ 
 
 
³>@LQQRYDWLRQFDQEHD
service that is firstly 
introduced by our 
company to the market 
or also it can be an 
improvement in our 
H[LVWLQJVHUYLFHV´ 
(Interviewee 2) 
 
³any improvement in our 
core services, voice, 
message and data, can 
be a innovation.´
(Interviewee 3) 
³Innovation is any unique 
idea that differentiate us 
IURPRXUFRPSHWLWRUV>«@ 
giving our customers a 
XQLTXH´(Interviewee 7) 
Differentiation of 
Incremental and 
Radical Service 
Innovation 
Size of population that 
service will affect and level 
of effect, Required 
resources, Uniqueness 
services for the company 
and market 
Uniqueness services to 
the company and market 
 
Newness to the market, 
newness of the technology 
Service 
Innovation 
Development 
Process 
     Idea Stage   Î   AGILE 
Ð 
Concept Stage 
Ð 
Development Stage 
Ð 
Scenario Analysis 
Ð 
Launch Stage 
 
Gate 0 (Idea Gate) 
Ð 
Gate 1 (Concept Gate) 
Ð 
Gate 2 (Business Case) 
Ð 
Development 
Ð 
Gate 3 (UAT and FUT) 
Ð 
 Launch 
Ð 
Post-Launch (PLM) 
Idea Gate 
Ð
Concept Gate 
Ð
Feasibility, Business Case 
Gate 
Ð
Development 
Ð
Usability Test, Pilot Test 
Gate 
Ð
Launch 
Source: Author 
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Table 7 - Checklist Matrix for Cross-Case Analysis 
 Company A Company B Company C 
Methods Incremental Radical Stage Incremental Radical Stage Incremental Radical Stage 
Focus Group Direct questions Indirect 
questions 
Idea, 
Concept 
testing 
Direct questions, 
directly ask ideas 
Indirect 
questions, ask 
to company 
personnel 
Before Gate 0, 
Gate 0, Concept 
testing, Post-
Launch  
Direct questions 
according to 
purpose 
Mostly for 
radical service 
innovations 
Idea gate, Concept 
Testing, Before 
development, after 
launch 
Survey Direct questions Indirect 
questions 
Idea Direct questions, 
directly ask ideas 
Indirect 
questions 
Before Gate 0, 
Post-Launch 
  Prior to idea gate, 
after launch 
Customer analytics, 
Profile system, Data 
Analysis 
  Idea, Post-
Launch 
Before 
Launch 
  
Scenario Analysis Almost final version 
of the service, less 
detailed, third party 
Basic version of 
the service, 
detailed, in-
house 
Before 
Launch 
  
Social Media, online 
forum and websites 
  Idea, Post-
Launch 
  
Interview   Direct questions, 
directly ask ideas 
 Indirect 
questions, ask 
to company 
personnel 
Before Gate 0, 
Gate 0, Concept 
testing, Post-
Launch 
Direct questions 
according to 
purpose 
Indirect, general 
questions 
Prior to idea gate, 
after launch 
UAT  Less detailed Detailed Before Launch  
FUT  Almost final version 
of the service, less 
detailed 
Basic version, 
detailed 
Before Launch  
Alpha Testing    AGILE  
Beta Testing    AGILE  
Usage Data, NPS    Post-Launch  
Ethnography       Prior to idea gate 
Neuroscience    Mostly for 
radical  
Concept testing and 
before launch 
User Experience Test   Prototype or 
final version of 
services 
Visual 
presentation or 
basic version 
service, detailed, 
careful selection 
of customers  
Before launch 
Pilot Test    Mostly for the 
radical  
Before launch 
Living Room  
  
  Mostly for 
radical 
Concept testing and 
before launch 
Source: Author 
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6.8. Further Research 
 
The findings in the interpretations of the interviews and the following cross-case analysis 
propose a number of possible directions for further research.  
 
This study explores the customer integration into the service innovation development 
processes of 3 Turkish telecommunication companies. In order to achieve that, case 
study approach is adopted and seven interviews are conducted. Further research could 
extend the sample size by conducting a questionnaire and search for a relationship 
between customer integration methods and the success rate. Success rate could be 
PHDVXUHG DV WKH QXPEHU RI LGHDV RU SURGXFW PDQDJHUV¶ SHUFHSWLRQ Likewise, another 
further study could focus on a single stage of the process and make a comparative 
analysis of traditional market research methods and more sophisticated methods.  
 
$QRWKHU IXUWKHU VWXG\ FRXOG WU\ WR XQGHUVWDQG FXVWRPHUV¶ SHUFHSWLRQ DERXW WKHLU
contribution. In the literature, there is plethora of studies, which investigates FXVWRPHUV¶
contribution to development process (Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson, 2003; 
Matthing, Sonden and Edvardsson, 2004). However, what customers think about their 
contribution to the process remains limited. A further research could ask questions to 
FXVWRPHUVVXFKDV³LQZKLFKPHWKRGV\RXWKLQN\RXFDQPRUHFRQWULEXWHWRWKHSURFHVV
RU ³LQ ZKLFK VWDJH RU VWDJHV RI WKH SURFHVV GR \RX IHHO PRUH FRPIRUWDEOH WR be 
LQWHJUDWHGLQWRWKHSURFHVV´DQGWry to investigate the subject from their perspective. 
 
Costumer integration into the product and service innovation development process has 
been broadly investigated in the literature. Yet, most of the researches mainly focused on 
tangible products. (Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson, 2003). The innovation term 
traditionally associated with tangible products, which can be a reason of the relevant 
literature focusing more on product innovation (De Brentani 1995). Similarly, many 
studies about customer integration have been done in industrial markets context 
(Magnusson, Matthing and Kristensson, 2003). This gap in the literature encouraged the 
presented study. However, service innovation development and customer integration into 
service innovation development subject is still not fully understood (Schirr, 2008). In 
order to increase the understanding customer integration in service sector, further 
researches are required. Especially in Turkey, the numbers of studies about this subject 
are less than limited. Another further study could focus on any other service industries by 
following the same methodology.   
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7. Conclusion 
 
 
 
In this chapter, summary of the study will be given with the purpose of the study, 
applied methodology and findings. In addition, managerial implications and possible 
limitations are provided. 
 
7.1. Concluding Findings 
 
This study provides an understanding on how Turkish telecommunication companies are 
developing their service innovations and how they are integrating their customers into 
their service innovation development processes. Finally, the report explains how 
companies differentiate these customer integration methods for radical and incremental 
service innovations. In this study, 3 telecommunication companies are investigated and 7 
interviews are conducted. 
 
Case findings and interview interpretations show that, the customer integration in the 
telecommunication companies mainly occurs in idea generation, concept testing and final 
testing before launch. Moreover, even though some sophisticated customer integration 
methods are identified, traditional market research methods are dominated. The 
companies generally prefer same methods for incremental and radical service innovation. 
However, little variations occur during the application according to the purpose. The 
contribution of customers is mostly limited with incremental innovations and radical 
innovations are mainly GHSHQGHQWRQWKHDELOLW\RIWKHFRPSDQLHV¶SHUVRQQHOWRLQWHUSUHW
customer insights and find a radical idea. 
 
7.2. Managerial Implications 
 
This study suggests that integrating customers into the service innovation development 
SURFHVVLQPRUHVWDJHVDQGLQWURGXFLQJQHZLQWHJUDWLRQPHWKRGVFDQLQFUHDVHFXVWRPHUV¶
contributions to the companies. 
 
There are various customer integration methods in the literature for all stages of the 
development process. For instance, lead users, whose current needs are likely become 
general in the market in the future, can be included in to the beginning of the process in 
order to identify latent needs of customer and obtain radical ideas. Additionally, 
companies can apply more methods such as emphatic design and/or cudit experiment in 
idea generation stage in order to find more solutions and ideas. 
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The findings revealed that companies mostly use traditional market research methods 
such as interviews and focus groups. During the application of these methods, by 
integrating one or more company personnel with technical knowledge, companies can 
show direction to the participants during the interviews and focus groups. &RPSDQLHV¶ 
personnel can give basic information about the technology they have, company goals and 
resources, technology and market trends, legal regulations and market conditions to 
customers and increase their knowledge about the company and market. In this way, 
contribution of customers can be increased. Moreover, companies can overcome the fact 
WKDW FXVWRPHUV¶ LGHDV DUH PRVWO\ QRW FRPPHUFLDOO\ YLDEOH DQG EHQHILW IURP WKHLU
innovativeness. In developing radical ideas, companies should rely more on their 
cXVWRPHUV UDWKHU WKDQ LWVSHUVRQQHO¶VDELOLW\ WR LQWHUSUHW FXVWRPHU LQVLJKWV7KHXQLTXH
FXVWRPHUV¶ LGHDV VKRXOGEHQRWLFHGDQGQRWGLVPLVVHGE\ WKHPDQDJHUV$VPHQWLRQHG
previously, by equipping their customers with required information about the company, 
technology and market FRPSDQLHVFDQ LQFUHDVHFXVWRPHUV¶ FRQWULEXWLRQ WR WKHSURFHVV
and enable them to introduce more commercially viable and innovative ideas.   
 
In this study, customer involvement in development stage is not found. Customers are 
mostly used as advisers for developed services. However, companies can include their 
selected customers in their development stages and gather their ideas during the 
development. Therefore, a customer or customer group can be regularly involved into 
development team. Furthermore, direct feedback can be gathered from customers with 
participatory design and/or costumer group involvement methods. Companies can hold 
regular meeting with their customers and try to understand their needs. Moreover, 
companies can even use the same customers during the all process. Yet, careful selection 
of customers is needed in order to find proper and useful customers.   
 
7.3. Limitations 
 
Several limitations occurring from the nature of the research and investigated sector 
deserve attention. First of all, this study applied in the Turkish telecommunication sector 
only. Hence, the findings should be taken into consideration carefully and should be 
verified in the future for the further studies. Secondly, the case findings are gathered by 
conducting 7 interviews in 3 companies, which raises concerns about the full 
understanding of the development process and customer integration. However, only the 
personnel with required knowledge about the service innovation process and customer 
integration are selected as interviewees. Therefore, findings have the potential to 
contribute to the discussion about the customer integration into the service development 
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process (Schaarschmidt and Kilian, 2013). Thirdly, for qualitative researchers, 
generalizability has little importance (Glesne and Peshkin 1992). Thus, further studies 
are required to generalise for other sectors and companies. Moreover, as it is given 
before, this study aims to generalise to theory rather than population (Lee and 
Baskerville, 2003). Hence, findings of this study can contribute to theory building. The 
RWKHU OLPLWDWLRQ LV WKDWWKH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQRI WKH LQWHUYLHZV LVEDVHGRQWKHUHVHDUFKHU¶V
perception and therefore, results are prone to researcher bias (Schwandt, 1994). Lastly, 
LQWHUYLHZHHVPLJKWJLYHRQO\WKHVHUYLFHH[DPSOHVWKDW³WKH\WKRXJKWZRXOGPDNHWKHLU
ILUP ORRN JRRG´ WR UHSUHVHQW VHUYLFH GHYHORSPHQW SURFHVV DQG FXVWRPHU LQWHJUDWLRQ
(Alam,  S  1RQHWKHOHVV WKLV LVVXH ZDV DGGUHVVHG E\ FKHFNLQJ FRPSDQLHV¶
websites and gather variety of service examples to ask during the interviews. 
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9. Appendix 
 
 
 
Appendix 1 - Interview Guide 
 
Section 1 ± Personal Information 
 
1. Can you introduce yourself? 
2. How many years have you been working in this company? 
3. What are your duties in the company? 
 
Section 2 ± Definition of Innovation 
 
1. How do company defines innovation? 
2. How do you define incremental innovation? 
3. How do you define radical innovation? 
4. How do you differentiate incremental and radical innovation? 
5. Can you give examples for each innovation kind? 
 
Section 3 ± Service Innovation Development Process 
 
1. Does the company have a formal service innovation development process? 
2. Can you describe service innovation development process in your company? 
3. Can give some service innovation examples that you included in the process? 
4. Is the process same for every service innovation? If it is not, can you explain how 
and why it differs? 
 
Section 4 ± Customer Integration 
 
1. During the process, does the company integrate its customers into the process? 
2. How customers are integrated into the process? 
3. Which methods do you use to integrate customers? (give some methods in the 
literature as examples) 
4. How do you decide which method to use? 
5. Do these methods differentiate for radical and incremental service innovation? 
6. If yes, what are the reasons of the differentiation? 
7. How do customers contribute to the development process? 
8. Can you give some service examples? 
